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[1.0] INTRODUCTION
To the West, the First World War was “the war 
to end all wars.” To the submerged nationalities 
of Eastern Europe, this war removed the 
obstacles to their political aspirations: Tsarist 
Russia collapsed in 1917; Germany and 
Austria-Hungary were defeated in 1918.  
The disintegration of these empires sparked a 
chaotic period of struggles in Eastern Europe, 
as proponents of the old order, nationalists, and 
revolutionary socialists fought for supremacy. 
The conflict between the Poles and the 
Bolsheviks was the most important campaign in 
determining the borders of Eastern Europe. 

The Designer Signature Edition of Red Star/
White Eagle is an operational level simulation 
of the 1920 conflict over the border areas 
of Eastern Europe. It is a two-player game;  
one player maneuvers the forces of Bolshevik 
Russia, and the other maneuvers the forces of 
the resurgent Polish nation. Players also control 
the forces of several other nationalities that 
were drawn into the struggle.

The rules are numbered and presented in sets 
of major sections, each section divided into 
numerous major and secondary cases. The rules 
cross-reference other rules using (parentheses), 
so for example you will see, “The supply state 
of a unit affects the die roll when using the 
ZOC Retreat Table (Losses During Retreat, 
9.14)”, meaning Case 9.14 is related to this rule.  
The rules of this game have been arranged both 
for ease of comprehension on first reading and 
for ease of reference later.

To familiarize yourself with this historical game, 
first look at the playing pieces, then give the 
rules a quick read through. Please don’t try to 
memorize them. Follow the set-up instructions 
for The Gates of Warsaw introductory scenario 
(23.1) and then read Section 6.0 that describes 
the general course of play. As questions arise 
simply refer back to the rules. After a few 
minutes of play, you will find yourself becoming 
familiar with the game mechanics.

Online support is available for this game.

Visit us on the Web:

http://www.compassgames.com (tip: navigate 
to the Rules and Downloads area for the game)

By email: 
sales@compassgames.com

We also recommend you visit the official game 
discussion topic on ConsimWorld to share your 
play experience with others. You will find the 
Red Star/White Eagle game topic by visit-
ing http://talk.consimworld.com and navi-
gating to Era: Between the Wars, 1918-1939,  
Red Star, White Eagle individual game 
discussion area. You can also find us on 
BoardGameGeek.

ABOUT THIS DESIGNER SIGNATURE EDITION
Red Star/White Eagle: The Russo-Polish War, 
1920 was originally published by Game Designers’ 
Workshop (GDW) in 1979. The game has garnered 
rave reviews over the years, given its subject 
matter, rich historical detail, and game system. 
The situation is very fluid and intense as both sides 
struggle to cover the front at any given point in 
time. One of the most overlooked aspects of the 
game are the optional rules to turn it into a fantastic 
three-player game, with two players splitting the 
Russian forces by Front.

David Williams’ most notable work includes 
his design of The Battle of Moscow (SPI) and 
Anzio (TAHGC), a true classic.

I consider this one of the best possible titles to 
give the “Designer Signature Edition” (DSE) 
treatment, because the overall game works, 
but the components and rules presentation could 
be greatly enhanced. This was not the case of a 
game that was broken and needed fixing (other 
than a few errata points). Rather, it is a game that 
is worthy of celebration with an all-new edition.

The DSE treatment aims to represent the final word, 
or “be all, end all” version of a game by a noted 
designer. The focus is on delivering completely 
redesigned components, with full-color graphics 
throughout and player-friendly enhancements to 
make the game as enjoyable as possible.

Here are some of the enhancements to the original 
game:

• incorporation of all GDW errata and 
corrections of errata never reported before

• super-sized components featuring 5/8” 
counters and two full-size game maps

• fixed original deployment maps
• all-new artwork that conveys more 

information at a glance, for ease of play
• campaign set-ups and reinforcement codes 

on the counters
• separate Ukrainian and Galician counters in 

each side’s color for error-free handling of 
these forces’ shifting loyalites

• two added Polish armored trains to remove 
the unnecessary rule to recycle from dead 
unit pile

• enhanced ergonomics in the set-up and 
reinforcement/turn record charts

• all new rules treatment replete with 
illustrations, an index, and clarifications to 
eliminate potential stumbling blocks

• a revised Warsaw fortification rule
• expanded Flotilla rules
• review of all place names by native speakers
• all new Historical Notes

This was all made possible by a dedicated project 
team who had vast experience with the original 
GDW release, spending countless hours on this 
project. 
Thank you, Team!
 John Kranz
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[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
[2.1] GAME INVENTORY

Your copy of the Designer Signature Edition 
of Red Star/White Eagle includes:

1. Two color maps, 41.9” x 34” total
2. Two countersheets of 5/8” die-cut 

counters (344 total, 322 used for play)
3. One (two-sided) 8.5” x 17” 

Deployment Map
4. Two identical (two-sided) 8.5” x 11” 

Player Aid Cards
5. One (two-sided) 8.5” x 11” 

Turn Record Track 
6. Four (two-sided) Set-up Charts 

(two Polish, two Russian)
7. This Rulebook
8. One six-sided die

 
If any of these parts are missing or 
damaged, please contact Compass Games 
by e-mail at sales@compassgames.com.  
Note: The bottom right row of countersheet 2 
of 2 was intentionally removed. You are not 
missing a row of counters.

[2.2] THE GAME MAP

The map portrays the area of Eastern Europe 
where the campaign was fought. A hexagonal 
grid is superimposed on the map and is used 
to determine movement. Terrain features 
include Clear, Marsh, Rivers, Forest, Lakes, 
Trench, Railroads, Rough and Fortifications.  
See the Terrain Effects Chart on the Player Aid 
Card for more details on their effects on play. 

The map covers a diverse region which included 
the peoples of Poland, Germany, Ukraine, 
Belarus, Lithuania, and Russia, often in shared 
geographic spaces. Many places had different 
spellings or names depending on who was doing 
the writing. Spelling variants for place-names 
have been chosen that best reflect the general 
language, national character, and history of 
specific locations, with some exceptions made 
for places well-known by a standard English 
term (Warsaw, Kiev, etc.). 

[2.3] CHARTS AND TABLES

A number of visual aids are provided in the 
game to facilitate and display many of the game 
functions. These visual aids are printed on the 
Campaign Deployment Map, the Scenario 
Set-up Charts, and on the map. The use of 
these charts and displays are explained in the 
appropriate rules section. Various cards also 
contain various tables and tracks needed for 
play, such as the Combat Results Table, the Turn 
Record Track, and the ZOC Retreat Table. 
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[2.4] THE PLAYING PIECES

There are 322 playing pieces in two die-cut 
sheets included with Red Star/White Eagle. 
These playing pieces are referred to as counters. 
Some represent the actual military units that 
participated during the war while others are 
simply markers used to facilitate certain 
game mechanics.

[2.4.1] HOW TO READ THE   
 COUNTERS

Red Star/White Eagle counter mix includes 
forces from the opposing nationalities and 
armies. Each nationality and army is indicated 
by a color unique to that force:

Nationality Color
Polish Blue
Russian Red
German Grey
Lithuanian Orange

Units range in size from division down to 
battalion, and the size of a unit is important for 
stacking and replacements.

[2.4.2] UNIT EXAMPLE

Each counter is printed with a military symbol 
indicating its nature and function, historical 
identification, and several numerical factors. 
The counter examples below indicate the layout 
of the information on the counters.

The unit illustrated above is the Russian 
(nationality) 57th (unit ID) Infantry (unit type) 
Division (unit size) with a Campaign Setup in 
area“M” at game start. The unit possesses an 
Attack Factor of 5, a Defense Factor of 3, and 
a Movement Factor of 7. The unit also exerts 
a Zone of Control with a Delay Factor of 1. 
Based on its white on orange unit type box color 
coding (2.4.4), this unit operates in the West Front. 

The unit illustrated above is the Russian 
(nationality) 14th (unit ID) Cavalry (unit type) 
Division (unit size) of the Konarmiya Army 
(army or nationality). The unit possesses an 
Attack Factor of 8, a Defense Factor of 8, a 
Movement Factor of 9, and a Charge Factor 
of 12. The unit also exerts a Zone of Control 
with a Delay Factor of 3. Based on the black 

on orange unit type box color coding (2.4.4), 
this unit operates in the Southwest Front.

Units may contain special symbols. As illustrated 
above, Secondary units for purposes of stacking 
are identified by their unit size indicator 
being placed inside of a lightly-shaded box.  
Some units are non-replaceable and marked 
with a square to the right of their unit type 
symbol. Certain units also carry intrinsic supply 
capabilities and are marked with a supply 
indicator in their upper right-hand corner.

Replacement counters (RCs) are provided for 
both the Russian (red on white) and Polish (blue 
on white) nationalities. Please note that RCs are 
either infantry or cavalry based on their unit 
type symbol (7.2.4.3).

[2.4.3] UNIT SIZE SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition
II Battalion
III Regiment
X Brigade

XX Division

[2.4.4] UNIT ID/ARMY/   
 NATIONALITY

Each unit has its ID to the left of the unit’s type 
symbol and its army or nationality (if any) to 
the right.

Unit, Army, and Nationality IDs
Abbr. Unit/Army/Nationality

B Belarusian or Bashkir
Cauc Caucasian
Coss Cossack
FG Frontier Guard
FK Freikorps
G Galician*
J Jaworski
K Kopa

KA Konarmiya

L Lithuanian
LB Lithuanian-Belarusian

Mosk Moscow
M Mozyr
N Nowicki
P Pomeranian
R Reserve or Rybak
S Sikorski

Sib Siberian
S(K) Special (Kotovski)

U Ukrainian
Vol Volunteer
W Warsaw

*Galician appears as part of the designation on 
Russian-controlled units.

All armies and nationalities are further distinguishable 
by the colors of their unit type box as illustrated below.
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[2.4.5] UNIT TYPES

[2.5] GAME MARKERS

The game contains various markers to facilitate 
play. These markers are not units and do not 
affect stacking in any way and their use will 
be detailed in the appropriate sections of the 
rules. Note: some markers are optional for play 
and some game markers are color-coded by 
nationality for use by each side.

[2.6] SCENARIO SET-UP CHARTS

The Scenario Set-up Charts show the unit 
positions at the start of each scenario.  
Some units list exact starting hexes, while 
others list areas. Follow the setup rules in each 
scenario (23.0) for the initial placement of units.

[2.7] GLOSSARY OF GAME TERMS

Attack Factor is the relative fighting capacity of 
a unit attacking against enemy units, expressed 
in terms of a number. 

Defense Factor is the relative fighting capacity 
of a unit defending against enemy units, 
expressed in terms of a number.

Movement Factor represents the ability of a unit 
to move, expressed in terms of Movement Points.

Charge Factor is the relative fighting capacity 
of a calvary unit attacking against enemy units 
when Charging (9.10) and is used instead of the 
Attack Factor, expressed in terms of a number. 

Delay Factor is the relative ability of a unit 
to project its power into adjacent hexes and is 
represented by a number.

NRN stands for National Rail Net. Each side 
has its own National Rail Net, usable only by 
that side for NRN movement.

[2.8] GAME SCALE

The unit counters represent battalions, regiments, 
brigades, and divisions. Each hex represents  
14 miles (23 km). Each turn represents one-
quarter of a month (slightly more than a week).

[3.0] HOW TO WIN THE  
 GAME
GENERAL RULE
Victory is determined following the last turn 
of each scenario. All scenarios except one end 
on the October IV turn and thus have the same 
victory conditions. The one exception is the 
short version of the Belarusian scenario; its 
victory conditions are noted in its scenario rules.

[3.1] If, at any time in any scenario, the Russian 
player occupies Warsaw with a unit, the game 
immediately ends. The Russian player has won 
a Cataclysmic victory.

[3.2] Other than (3.1) above, victory is 
determined by means of victory points (VPs) 
awarded to players for controlling certain cities. 
For VP purposes, a player controls a city if he 
occupies the city with a friendly unit or was the 
last to occupy the city with a friendly unit.

[3.2.1] As an exception to the preceding, the 
Russian player controls a city on the Polish 
NRN only if he occupies the city with a unit. 
At all other times, the city is considered to be 
controlled by the Polish player.

[3.2.2] The VP value of a 
city is printed on the map, in 
a yellow triangle adjacent to 
the city. There are fifteen 
VP cities on the map, 
totaling 38 VPs.

[3.2.3] For easy reference, players should 
indicate who controls a particular VP city 
with the control markers. The player with the 
most VPs at the end of a game is the winner.  
To determine the extent of a player’s victory, 
use the chart below:

VICTORY LEVEL CHART

VPs
Polish 

Victory Level
Russian 

Victory Level
20-23 Scant Unimpressive
24-27 Marginal Marginal
28-36 Major Major
37-38 Crowning Cataclysmic

If both players have equal amounts of VPs (19), 
then the game ends in a stalemate. Note that the 
levels of victory could be modified by Optional 
Section 24.12, Objective: Warsaw.

[4.0] ZONES OF CONTROL
GENERAL RULE
The six hexes that surround a unit (or stack) 
constitute the Zone of Control (ZOC) for that 
unit or stack. ZOC affect movement, retreat, and 
supply. Hexes in the ZOC are called controlled 
hexes, and they inhibit the movement of enemy 
units.

CASES
[4.1] WHICH UNITS EXERT A ZONE  
 OF CONTROL

All units (non-markers) with a delay factor have 
a ZOC. Units with a delay factor of 0 do not. 
Replacements are not units and do not have a 
ZOC. Overstacked units have no ZOC (5.1.5).
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[4.2] EXTENT OF ZONES OF 
CONTROL

ZOC extend into all six hexes adjacent to the 
controlling unit’s hex, regardless of terrain type 
(exception: all-sea hexsides). 

[4.3] EFFECTS OF ZONES OF 
CONTROL ON MOVEMENT

[4.3.1] Units pay an additional movement cost to 
enter an enemy-controlled hex. This cost is the 
greatest delay factor of any single unit exerting 
a ZOC into the hex to be moved into, and is over 
and above the terrain cost for entering the hex.

[4.3.2] Delay factors are not added together 
when paying for movement; only the greatest 
delay factor applicable to a hex is used. 

[4.3.3] A unit may move from enemy ZOC to 
ZOC if it has the Movement Points remaining to 
pay for the hex and the delay factors.

[4.3.4] There is no cost to leave an enemy ZOC.

[4.3.5] Friendly units do not negate enemy ZOC 
for movement purposes, including advance after 
combat. If enemy and friendly units both exert 
ZOC into the same hex, such ZOC are said to 
mutually exist in the hex and do not cancel each 
other out.

[4.3.6] Friendly ZOC never affect friendly units, 
only enemy units.

[4.4] EFFECTS OF ZONE OF 
CONTROL ON RETREATS

[4.4.1] If a unit is forced to retreat into or through 
an enemy ZOC hex, the unit may be reduced or 
eliminated based on the results from the ZOC 
Retreat Table (Losses During Retreat, 9.14). 

[4.4.2] Friendly units do not negate enemy 
ZOC in the hexes they occupy for the purposes 
of retreat; the retreating unit is still subject to 
losses on the ZOC Retreat Table (Losses During 
Retreat, 9.14).

[4.5] EFFECTS OF ZONES OF   
 CONTROL ON SUPPLY

Friendly units negate enemy ZOC in the hexes 
they occupy for the purposes of tracing supply 
(10.0).

[5.0] STACKING
GENERAL RULE
Players may place more than one unit in a single 
hex within certain limits. This is referred to as 
“stacking.” Game markers never count towards 
the stacking limit. Players may freely inspect 
the stacks of the opposing side at any time.

[5.1] STACKING RESTRICTIONS

[5.1.1] The stacking limit is three primary units 
and three secondary units. Primary units are all 
cavalry, infantry, and mountain divisions and 
all cavalry, infantry, and mountain brigades. 
All other units are secondary units and are 
designated with their unit size symbol located 
inside a lightly-shaded box. The limit for each 
type is calculated separately. For example, the 
limit would be exceeded if a secondary unit 
moved into a hex already containing three 
secondary units, even if there were no primary 
units in the hex.

[5.1.2] Any unit in excess of the stacking limits 
is overstacked. For example, if there were five 
primary and four secondary units in a hex, then 
two of the primary and one of the secondary 
units would be overstacked. The owning player, 
at the start of each combat phase, declares which 
specific units are overstacked.

[5.1.3] A player may not voluntarily overstack 
his units. Units may move through a fully stacked 
hex, but they may not end their movement 
there. Units may not overstack through advance 
after combat. Units may become overstacked 
due to retreat after combat, but only if this 

conforms to the retreat priorities (Retreat After 
Combat, 9.13). New units may enter the game 
overstacked.

[5.1.4] A player may not voluntarily leave 
his units in an overstacked condition.  
Overstacked hexes must be corrected during 
the first friendly movement phase in which it is 
possible to do so. Units are never eliminated for 
violating the stacking limits.

[5.1.5] Overstacked units may not attack. The 
delay factor of an overstacked unit is modified 
to 0; thus, overstacked units lose their ZOC. 
Overstacked units contribute nothing to the 
defense of the hex they occupy, but suffer 
all adverse combat results affecting the hex. 
Overstacked units of the attacker suffer no 
adverse results unless all other units in the hex 
are eliminated, in which case the overstacked 
units suffer the same fate. The factors of 
overstacked units lost in any of the various 
combat exchanges are not counted when 
calculating the losses to the opposing player.

[6.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
GENERAL RULE
Red Star/White Eagle is a two-player game. The 
Russian player moves all, some, or none of his 
units as desired, and then fights any combats his 
movement has allowed, if desired. The Polish 
player does the same with his units. These two 
moves together make a complete game turn. 

Two Turn Record Tracks are provided, based 
on the scenario being played. The Gates of 
Warsaw Track Record Track is used only for 
that scenario. For all other scenarios, use the 
Campaign and Belarusian Turn Record Track. 

The Turn Marker should be placed on the Turn 
Record Track on either the Russian or Polish 
side, based on the player turn in progress.  
The Turn Marker is then moved forward on the 
Turn Record Track (Russian side up) and the 
next turn begins. This continues until one side or 
the other achieves their victory conditions (3.0) 
or until the last turn of the scenario being played.
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During its movement phase, the Polish 7R Infan-
try brigade (4-2-7) moves as shown. The unit first 
enters hex 1210, entering the ZOC of the 53rd 
Infantry division (4-3-7). The cost to enter is 1 for 
the hex and 1 for the enemy ZOC, for a total of 2 
movement points.

The unit then moves to hex 1211, entering the ZOC 
of two Russian units. The 6th Cavalry division 
(8-8-9) shown has a delay factor of 3, and the unit 
it is stacked on has a delay factor of 1. The largest 
single delay factor exerting an enemy ZOC into the 
hex has a factor of 3, so it is applied and added to 
the movement point cost to enter the hex.

Note the unit is eligible to move directly from 
one enemy ZOC hex to another so long as it has 
sufficient movement points remaining.



In any given phase, only the phasing player 
is allowed to execute the appropriate actions. 
The non-phasing player may not undertake 
any activity unless the rules explicitly permit 
it. Basically, the only action the non-phasing 
player is allowed to perform is to retreat his 
units due to combat.

[6.1] GAME TURN OUTLINE

I) Russian Player Turn 

a) Russian Reinforcement and 
Replacement Phase 
The Russian player receives new 
units and rebuilds weakened or 
previously destroyed units. Various 
other less crucial activities are 
conducted in this phase.

b) Russian Movement Phase 
The Russian player moves all, some, 
or none of his units up to their full 
movement allowance. Units may 
move in any direction or combination 
of directions. Movement allowances 
cannot be transferred from unit to unit 
or accumulated from turn to turn. 

c) Russian Combat Phase 
All combats are now resolved by the 
Russian player in any order he wishes.

II) Polish Player Turn

a) Polish Reinforcement and 
Replacement Phase 
The Polish player receives new units 
and rebuilds weakened or previously 
destroyed units. Various other less 
crucial activities are conducted in this 
phase.

b) Polish Movement Phase 
The Polish player moves all, some, 
or none of his units up to their full 
movement allowance. Units may 
move in any direction or combination 
of directions. Movement allowances 
cannot be transferred from unit to unit 
or accumulated from turn to turn. 

c) Polish Combat Phase 
All combats are now resolved by the 
Polish player in any order he wishes.

III) Game Turn End Phase 
The Turn Marker is moved one space and 
another turn begins, unless this was the last 
turn of the scenario. If it was the last turn, 
check the victory conditions. 

[7.0] REINFORCEMENTS 
 AND REPLACEMENTS
GENERAL RULE
As the first step of each player turn, the players 
may receive reinforcements and replacements. 
In addition, the Russian player may be required 
to withdraw units (11.0). Reinforcements must 
pay the appropriate movement point costs for 
their hex of appearance; the cost is determined 
by the terrain type of the hex and the movement 
type the unit will use in the following Movement 
Phase. 

Reinforcements do not have to enter play on 
their scheduled turn of appearance; players 
may elect to delay their entry until later turns. 
Reinforcements may appear in enemy ZOC.

Note: the reinforcement code pertains to 
the Campaign Game (including Belarusian 
scenario) only. The reinforcement schedule for 
the Gates of Warsaw scenario is listed on the 
Gates of Warsaw Turn Record Track.

CASES

[7.1] REINFORCEMENTS 

[7.1.1] Polish reinforcements arrive at Warsaw 
unless Warsaw is isolated. Warsaw is isolated 
when it is impossible to trace an all-rail route 
from Warsaw to at least four other cities on 
the Polish NRN. This rail route may be traced 
through enemy ZOC but not into hexes occupied 
by enemy units. If Warsaw is isolated, then 
Polish reinforcements may appear in any city on 
the Polish NRN that is not occupied by Russian 
units. Also, any or all reinforcements may still 
appear in Warsaw, at the Polish player’s option.

[7.1.2] Russian West Front reinforcements may 
appear in any hex on the eastern edge of the map 
in the West Front command area (hexes 5101 to 
5119, inclusive) or in any hex on the northern 
edge of the map, east of hex 3301 (inclusive).

[7.1.3] Russian Southwest Front reinforcements 
may appear in any hex on the eastern map edge 
south of hex 5120 (inclusive).

[7.1.4] Russian Konarmiya units may appear as 
Southwest Front reinforcements or may appear 
in any hex on the southern map edge east of 
hex 4236 (inclusive). Also, Konarmiya armored 
trains must enter on a rail hex. All Konarmiya 
units receive a bonus of three additional 
movement points on their turn of entry.

[7.2] REPLACEMENTS 

GENERAL RULE
Replacements are available at the beginning of 
each turn, in the form of infantry and cavalry 
replacement points, as listed on the Turn Record 
Track. Players may use these points to replace 
previously eliminated units, or they may convert 
these points into replacement counters (RCs) 
which may be brought into play themselves. 
For example, a player receiving two cavalry 
replacement points could take a two-factor 
cavalry RC or two one-factor cavalry RCs.  
The RCs are then either brought into play (in the 
same manner as reinforcements), or held in an 
off-map pool for use in later turns. 

[7.2.1] Replacement Counters (RCs) are not 
combat units and do not count against the 
stacking limits. An RC has no ZOC, nor does it 
have a combat strength. The factor on the RC is 
only its replacement factor. RCs can not block 
supply lines, rail lines, or supply sources. 

A unit may freely enter a hex containing only 
enemy RCs, during the movement or combat 
phase, destroying all enemy RCs in the hex. 

If a unit is adjacent to a hex containing only 
enemy RCs during the combat phase, it may 
attack that hex. In this case, all RCs in the hex 
are destroyed, and the attacker rolls on the 7:1 
column to determine his advance after combat, 
ignoring all combat losses. 

If RCs are stacked with combat units and those 
units are eliminated or retreated from the hex, 
then all RCs in the hex are destroyed.

[7.2.2] A two-factor RC may split into 
two one-factor RCs during any friendly 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase; 
likewise, two one-factor RCs may combine 
into a two-factor RC. On-map RCs may be 
withdrawn into the off-map pool during a 
friendly Reinforcement and Replacement 
phase. RCs may be withdrawn if they are on 
or adjacent to a friendly supply source (10.0).  
Players may keep track of the off-map pools 
on paper, if they wish; this frees replacement 
counters for use on map. 

[7.2.3] RECREATED UNITS 
 (OFF-MAP REPLACEMENTS)

[7.2.3.1] The off-map replacement procedure 
occurs during the Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase. Previously eliminated 
units may be recreated and returned to play.  
The player must eliminate a number of 
replacement factors from the off-map pool equal 
to the attack factor of the unit being recreated. 
Cavalry units may only be recreated with 
cavalry replacement factors. Infantry, mountain, 
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militia, and garrison units may be recreated with 
infantry and/or cavalry replacement factors.

[7.2.3.2] One-step units must be recreated 
at their face values. Two-step units may be 
recreated at either their two-step or inverted 
sides, with the player paying the appropriate 
costs. A recreated unit enters the game exactly 
as if it were a reinforcement.

[7.2.3.3] There is an additional charge to the 
above for recreating division and brigade sized 
units. Two additional replacement factors 
must be spent to recreate a division-sized unit; 
one additional replacement factor must be spent 
to recreate a brigade sized unit. This charge is 
levied for all recreated divisions and brigades: 
one step, inverted, or two-step.

[7.2.4] ON-MAP REPLACEMENTS

[7.2.4.1] On-map RCs are used to return inverted 
units to their two-step strengths. Only inverted 
units on the map may use this procedure. Move 
the RC to the same hex as the unit to be returned 
to full strength. The RC will be expended in 
the following friendly Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase.

[7.2.4.2] The number of replacement factors 
needed is equal to the difference in attack 
factors between the inverted and two-step 
sides of the unit. The RCs are removed from 
play, and the unit is flipped to its two-step side.  
This procedure may not take place in an enemy 
ZOC. The unit receiving the replacements may 
move normally in the following movement 
phase, but it may not attack in the combat phase.

[7.2.4.3] Cavalry units may only receive cavalry 
replacement factors. Infantry, mountain, militia, 
and garrison units may be restored with infantry 
and/or cavalry replacement factors.

[7.2.4.4] No additional charge is levied for 
brigades and divisions, since the brigade or 
division is already in existence.

[7.2.5] NON-REPLACEABLE UNITS

A limited number of units may neither be 
recreated nor receive on-map replacements. 
These units are specially marked (2.4.5) for 
easy identification with a small square symbol 
(of any color). When such a unit is eliminated, 
it should be placed on the non-replaceable unit 
chart to ensure that it will not be inadvertently 
replaced.

[8.0] MOVEMENT
GENERAL RULE
Red Star/White Eagle has three basic types of 
movement: Standard, Strategic, and National 
Rail Net (NRN) movement. A unit may only 
use one type of movement in a turn, and there 
is no cost when picking movement type.  
In addition to the three types, there are special 
movement rules governing armored trains 
(14.0) and flotillas (16.0).

During the Movement Phase of his player 
turn, each player may move as many or as 
few of his units as he wishes. As long as a 
unit does not spend more movement points 
than its movement allowance, it may be 
moved as many or as few hexes as desired.  
Unused Movement Points may not be accumu-
lated or transferred between units.

PROCEDURE
Movement is regulated by the hexagons 
superimposed on the map. Movement is 
expressed in terms of movement points, which 
are expended in varying amounts as a unit 
moves from hex to hex depending on terrain and 
enemy ZOC (4.3). Units are moved individually, 
in any order the phasing player desires, tracing 
a path of contiguous hexes through the hex grid.  
Once a player begins moving a particular unit, 
he must complete its movement before any 
other unit is moved.

CASES
[8.1] STANDARD MOVEMENT

[8.1.1] Movement points expended for terrain 
are summarized on the Terrain Effects Chart. 
The cost for entering a hex varies with the 
terrain type, the type of movement, and the 
enemy delay factors (4.3) exerted upon the hex.

[8.1.2] If a unit does not have sufficient 
movement points remaining to pay the full cost 
to enter a hex, it may not enter the hex.

[8.1.3] The cost of crossing a river is in addition 
to the cost of entering a hex. Railroads crossing 
a river do not negate the cost of crossing  
the river hexside.

[8.1.4] Cities are treated as clear terrain for 
movement (only; use the other terrain in the 
hex for combat purposes). Railroads entering a 
city hex are considered connected to all other 
railroads entering that hex. If an NRN extends 
to a city, then that city may be entered via NRN 
movement (e.g., the Russians may enter Kiev 
this way). 

[8.2] MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS

[8.2.1] A friendly unit may never enter a hex 
containing an enemy unit.

[8.2.2] Units may enter an enemy Zone of 
Control but must pay the greatest delay factor 
of any unit exerting a ZOC into the hex to be 
moved into, and this cost is over and above the 
terrain cost for entering the hex (4.3).

[8.2.3] Stacking limits must be observed at the 
end of the Movement Phase. Units may move 
through friendly units in violation of stacking 
so long as the stacking restrictions are met at the 
end of the Phase.

[8.2.4] No unit may voluntarily move off the 
edge of the map.

[8.3] STRATEGIC MOVEMENT

[8.3.1] A unit using Strategic movement has 
its movement factor doubled (thus a unit with 
a MF of 7 would have a MF of 14 for strategic 
movement). 

[8.3.2] The unit may not begin the movement 
phase in an enemy zone of control, nor may it 
enter one at any point during its move.

[8.3.3] The unit may not attack during the 
following combat phase. 

[8.3.4] Any number of units may use Strategic 
movement in a turn.

[8.3.5] As long as the unit moves along a 
railroad (i.e., from a hex containing a railroad 
to an adjacent hex containing a railroad, with 
the railroad itself passing through the hexside 
shared by the two hexes), it pays only one 
movement point per hex entered, regardless of 
the standard cost to enter the hex. Rivers are not 
negated; an additional movement point must be 
spent to cross a river hexside. Any unit may use 
any rail net (Polish, Russian, or devastated) or 
combination of nets for Strategic movement.

[8.3.6] If a unit using strategic movement does 
not move along a railroad, it must pay triple 
the standard cost to enter a hex or cross a river. 
Thus, entering a clear hex would cost three 
movement points, entering a marsh hex would 
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The Russians wish to rebuild their reduced 
strength 15th Infantry division (4-3-7) 
occupying hex 1110 and flip it back over to its 
two-step side. At full strength, it is a (7-5-7) 
unit as shown (upper lefthand corner).

The difference in attack factors between the 
inverted side (4) and its original strength, 
two-step side (7) is 3. Therefore, both RCs 
shown will need to move and stack with 
the infantry division as shown to provide 
the 3 replacement factors needed to rebuild 
it during the following friendly Russian 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase.

Note that a cavalry RC unit may be used to 
rebuild an infantry type unit per 7.2.4.3.



cost six, crossing a river into a forest would cost 
nine, etc. 

[8.3.7] A unit using strategic movement may 
combine on-rail and off-rail movement in the 
same turn.

[8.4] NATIONAL RAIL NET   
 MOVEMENT

[8.4.1] A unit may use NRN movement only if it 
began the Movement Phase on its own national 
rail net. A unit using NRN movement has an 
unlimited movement factor. It may not enter a 
non-rail hex, nor may it leave its own NRN.

[8.4.2] Since the unit receives an unlimited 
movement factor, all terrain costs are ignored.

[8.4.3] Enemy ZOC do not affect units using 
NRN movement; such units may start in, 
pass through, and/or stop in enemy zones of 
control without penalty. 

[8.4.4] Units are allowed to attack in the 
following combat phase.

[8.4.5] Up to two divisions may use NRN 
movement each player turn. Brigades are 
counted as ½ of a division; regiments and 
battalions are counted as ¼. The following units 
may use NRN movement but never count against 
the two-division limit: all reinforcements and 
recreated units appearing that turn, all armored 
trains, and all replacement counters.

Symbol Definition
NRN limit 
(2 max.)

XX Division 1
X Brigade 0.5
III Regiment 0.25
II Battalion 0.25

[8.4.6] NRN hexes cannot be destroyed. 

[8.4.7] The presence of an enemy unit on a 
NRN hex prevents movement into that hex.  
A national rail net may become fragmented due 
to the presence of enemy units; however, the 
owning player may use the net even when in 
such a state. 

[8.4.8] The Polish NRN is located in the western 
portion of the map, the Russian NRN is in the 
eastern portion of the map, and the devastated 
rail net lies between the two.

[9.0] COMBAT
GENERAL RULE
During the Combat Phase, combat may occur 
between opposing forces that are adjacent. 
Combat is at the phasing player’s discretion; 
it is never mandatory. The phasing player is 
the attacker, and the non-phasing player is the 
defender, regardless of the overall situation.  
The attacker resolves battles in any order he 
wishes after he has finished moving. 

Attacking units in the same hex may fight 
different battles against defenders in different 
hexes. Attacking units in more than one hex 
may combine to attack defenders in one hex. 
Defenders stacked in one hex must be fought 
as one group, in one battle, with their defense 
factors added together. An attacking unit may 
not attack more than one hex. Combat factors 
of the same unit may never be split into more 
than one battle.

PROCEDURE
The phasing player first declares each attack 
he wishes to make as he makes them (not all 
at once), noting which units are attacking.  
All attacking units must be adjacent to all 
defending units.

Attacks are resolved separately in any order the 
phasing player desires. The order chosen can 
be important, as the results of one attack may 
influence others. 

The attacker resolves attacks by totaling the 
number of attack factors attacking a hex or 
hexes, and compares this to the total defense 
factors of all enemy units in the defending 
hex. Replacement counters, overstacked units, 
and units that used strategic movement in the 
preceding movement phase may not attack; 
overstacked units in the defending hex do not 
contribute to the defense. 

Individual enemy units in a hex may not 
be attacked separately; all are attacked as a 
combined force. The total of eligible attacking 
factors versus the total of eligible defending 
factors is expressed as a simple odds ratio, 
rounding in favor of the defender (e.g. 26 to 9 is 
reduced to 2 to 1). The attacker may voluntarily 
reduce the combat odds if desired. 

The attacker consults the Combat Results 
Table, locates the column corresponding to the 
odds ratio, then rolls a die and notes the result. 
Any modifications to the die roll for terrain, 
supply, etc. are made. Modified rolls above 
“6” and below “1” are treated as “6” and “1”, 
respectively. The result may affect either or both 
the attacker or the defender and may consist of 
a retreat, an elimination, an advance, or some 
combination thereof. Note that red results 
pertain to the attacker and black results pertain 

to the defender or both. Any losses are taken 
before any retreats, and retreats occur before 
advances.

CASES
[9.1] Terrain has a variety of effects upon 
combat. The terrain in which a battle is fought 
is the terrain type of the hex occupied by the 
defender. The terrain of the hexside(s) through 
which the attack is launched may also affect 
combat. The terrain of the hex(es) occupied 
by the attacker has no effect upon combat.  
Terrain effects upon combat are listed on the 
terrain effects chart; specific comment on these 
effects is presented below.

[9.2] The attacker subtracts 1 from the die roll 
if the defender occupies a marsh, forest, rough, 
city, or intermittent lake hex.

[9.3] The attacker subtracts 1 from the die roll 
if all units attack through river hexsides. One 
or more units attacking through a non-river 
hexside negate this effect.
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Example: if Russian units occupied Jaroslaw 
(1426) and Lwów (2028), then Przemyśl 
(1527) would be isolated from the rest of 
the Polish NRN. The Polish player could use 
both segments for NRN movement as shown.

Two Polish infantry brigades (each 
3-2-6) declare an attack on the Russian 
cavalry regiment (1-1-9) in Jaroslow.  
The initial odds calculation is 6 attack 
factors vs. 1 defense factor, or 6-1 odds.  
Die roll modifiers are now applied to the 
combat, with a -1 modifier for the Russian 
unit defending in a city hex, and a +1 modifier 
since the defender has only 1 defense factor. 
So die roll modifiers cancel each other out. 

The Polish player rolls a “2” and cross-
references the result on the 6-1 CRT column. 
The result is “X” and “3”. 

The “X” Exchange results in the Russian 
defender being eliminated. The Polish 
attacker must lose attack factors equal to the 
total defense factors lost (“1”). The Polish 
player can flip over either of his attacking 
units to absorb this loss (unit becomes a 1-1-6).

The “3” result indicates the attacking units 
may immediately advance after combat by 
expending up to 3 movement factors (not 3 
hexes, as in many games).
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[9.4] Russian attackers must subtract 1 from 
the die roll if all of units attack through the face 
(pointed side) of trench hexsides, or through 
a combination of trench and river hexsides. 
Russian attacks through the rear (smooth side) 
of trench hexsides are not affected. Polish units 
may attack through trench hexsides without 
penalty.

[9.5] Attacks through all-sea hexsides are 
prohibited.

[9.6] Polish defenders in fortified hexes 
have their defense factors doubled.  
Note that Polish units in Warsaw or Modlin 
attacked across fortification hexsides benefit 
from the fortifications and the city; their defense 
factors would be doubled and 1 would be sub-
tracted from the die roll. Russian units never 
receive any benefit from fortifications.

[9.7] Towns and railroads do not affect combat.

[9.8] When an attack is made into a 
hex containing only one defense factor  
(as determined before doubling for fortifications, 
if any), the attacker adds 1 to his die roll.

[9.9] If any or all of the defenders are unsupplied, 
1 is added to the die roll. If any or all of the 
attackers are unsupplied, 1 is subtracted from 
the die roll. If both sides are unsupplied in a 
battle, both modifications are taken, for a net 
modification of 0.

[9.10] CAVALRY CHARGES

[9.10.1] Certain cavalry units have a charge 
factor that may be used instead of their combat 
factor when attacking, if both of the following 
conditions are met:

• The cavalry unit did not begin its 
movement phase in an enemy zone of 
control.

• The cavalry unit did not leave any hex 
in an enemy ZOC during its movement. 

[9.10.2] Place a charge marker on a charging 
cavalry unit to distinguish it from cavalry units 
that did not charge. The marker is removed 
following resolution of the attack (or at the end 
of the combat phase if no attack was made).

[9.10.3] Charge factors may be used to attack 
units in all terrain types except one: Russian 
cavalry units may not use charge factors to 
attack across fortification hexsides from their 
face hexes.

[9.10.4] Charge factors may only be used for 
attack, never for defense.

[9.10.5] Charging cavalry may attack in 
conjunction with units not using (or having) 
charge factors.

[9.10.6] If a cavalry unit uses its charge 
factor in an attack, then the charge factor 
is used to determine combat losses.  
Two-step charging cavalry units taking 
partial losses use the difference in the charge 
factor printed on both sides of the counter.  
(Note: the Russian 8th Cavalry Division does 
not have a charge factor on its inverted side; 
for partial losses in this instance, the difference 
between the charge factor of the two-step side 
and the combat factor of the inverted side is used.)

[9.11] EXPLANATION OF COMBAT 
RESULTS

A# – Attacker retreats all attacking units back 
# hexes, as per Retreats (9.13). 

A½E – Attacker ½ Eliminated. The attacker 
must remove units whose total attack factors 
at least equal one half the total attack factors 
of the attacking units (Combat Losses, 9.12).

A½X – Attacker ½ Exchange. The attacker 
must remove units whose total attack factors 
at least equal one half the total defense factors 
of the defending units (Combat Losses, 9.12).

— Contact. The units remain in contact; 
no losses are suffered on either side. In the 
next player turn, the defender may decide 
to remain and attack, becoming the attacker 
(more units can join this attack), move out, 
or remain without attacking. 

D# – Defender retreats all defending units 
back # hexes, as per Retreats (9.13). 

D½E – Defender ½ Eliminated. The defender 
must remove units whose total defense factors 
at least equal one half the total defense factors 
of the defending units (Combat Losses, 9.12).

DE – Defender Eliminated. All defending 
units are eliminated and removed from the 
map (Combat Losses, 9.12).

X – Exchange. All defending units are elimi-
nated. The attacker must remove units whose 
total attack factors at least equal the total 
defense factors lost by the defender (Combat 
Losses, 9.12).

½X – ½ Exchange. The defender takes losses 
as in D½E. The attacker must remove units 
whose total attack factors at least equal the 
total defense factors lost by the defender. 
(Combat Losses, 9.12).

# – Number of movement points granted the 
attacking units for an advance after combat 
(9.15).

[9.12] COMBAT LOSSES

Some units have multiple strengths, or “steps,” 
of different values. When a loss occurs, two-step 
units may flip to their inverted sides, with the 
difference in the appropriate strength factor 
contributing to the loss requirement. 

Example: A Polish 7-4-7 infantry unit attacks 
a Russian 5-3-7 infantry unit at 7:3 odds 
(which reduce to 2:1). A “6” is rolled, calling 
for an exchange. The 5-3-7 is eliminated, 
and the Polish player must lose three attack 
factors to match the Russian three defense 
factor loss. The Polish player could satisfy 
this requirement by flipping the 7-4-7 to its 
4-2-7 side. Note that if, for some reason, the 
Polish player had to lose four attack factors, 
the entire 7-4-7 would have to be removed.

[9.12.1] Whenever a player’s units suffer a 
result calling for the loss of half of the force 
(D½E or A½E), the player may choose to 
satisfy this requirement by inverting all of the 
involved units. All one-step and inverted units 
are eliminated, and all two-step units flip to 
their inverted sides. This is allowed even though 
the actual factors lost may be less than one half 
the total. Alternately, players may choose to 
calculate losses normally. In general, players are 
urged to choose the option that results in fewer 
losses to their forces.

[9.12.2] Units to be reduced/eliminated are 
selected by the owning player. Losses can 
only be taken from units involved in the battle 
(exceptions: overstacked defending units are 
eliminated in a DE result; overstacked attacking 
units are eliminated if all attacking units are 
eliminated, 5.1.5). A player may elect to lose 
more factors than required in order not to lose a 
particular unit. In attacks against fortifications, 
losses are always assessed at face (non-doubled) 
values. Fractional losses are rounded up  
(½ of 3 is 2, ½ of 1 is 1, etc.).

[9.13] RETREAT AFTER COMBAT

[9.13.1] Units retreat the number of hexes 
indicated on the combat result, following the 
priorities listed in 9.13.4.  

[9.13.2] Units are retreated individually. 
Movement points are not considered, and a unit 
may exceed its movement allowance during 
retreat.

[9.13.3] The owning player chooses the path of 
retreat if more than one path is available.

[9.13.4] Retreat Priorities:

1. A unit must retreat the full number 
of hexes indicated, without entering 
the same hex twice. If this priority 
cannot be met, the unit is eliminated 
(exception: Map Edges, 17.3).

2. A unit must attempt to end its retreat 
the furthest number of hexes away 
from its original position as possible. 
There is no penalty, however, if it is 
impossible to meet this priority.

3. A unit must attempt to end its retreat 
in compliance with the stacking 
limits. Priority 1 or 2 may force units 
to overstack (Stacking, 5.0).
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4. A unit should retreat towards 
an appropriate supply source.  
Polish units should retreat towards 
any city on the Polish NRN that 
is functioning as a supply source. 
Russian units should retreat towards 
the east edge of the map.

5. Russian units should attempt to stay 
in command (Russian Fronts, 12.0).

6. There is no requirement for a 
retreating unit to avoid enemy ZOC. 
However, there is a risk involved 
in retreating through enemy ZOC. 
Therefore, players may attempt to 
avoid enemy ZOC, but only if the 
above five priorities are not violated.

[9.13.5] The priorities must be followed in strict 
order. For example, if Priorities 2 and 3 cannot 
both be met, then Priority 2 has precedence.

[9.13.6] Units may retreat over or onto friendly 
units but not enemy units. Friendly units do not 
negate enemy ZOC for purposes of retreat (4.4.2). 

[9.13.7] Units may never retreat through all-sea 
hexsides. 

[9.13.8] Any unit ending its retreat stacked with 
friendly units that are subsequently involved 
in combat is considered to be overstacked for 
the remainder of the combat phase and suffers 
the penalties for overstacking (5.1.5), whether 
or not overstacking has actually occurred. 
The units already in the hex are not adversely 
affected if true overstacking has not occurred; 
only the units that retreated.

[9.14] LOSSES DURING RETREAT

[9.14.1] Retreating units which enter enemy 
ZOC may suffer full or partial elimination. All 
enemy delay factors of each hex into which 
the unit retreated are totaled. Friendly units 
occupying a hex of the retreat do not negate the 
enemy delay factors exerted into that hex; these 
delay factors have full effect against retreating 
units. The delay factors are counted for each hex 
entered by the retreating unit; thus, the delay 
factors in the hex where the retreat originated 
are not counted. All enemy delay factors are 
counted, not just the greatest value exerted in a 
hex. If a unit retreats into two or more hexes in 
the ZOC of the same enemy unit, then that unit’s 
delay factor is counted that number of times.

[9.14.2] After totaling the enemy delay factors, 
one die is rolled for each retreating unit, and the 
ZOC Retreat Table is consulted. The die roll 
is cross-referenced with the appropriate delay 
factor column to produce a result, which is 
applied immediately.

[9.14.3] The die roll for the ZOC Retreat Table 
is modified by the supply state of the retreating 
unit. If the unit begins the retreat unsupplied, 
subtract 1 from the die roll. If the unit ends 
the retreat unsupplied, subtract 1 from the 
die roll. These modifications are cumulative.  
Modified die roll results below 1 are treated as 1.

[9.14.4] Explanation of results:

— No Effect. The unit retreats without  
 loss.

½E Half Eliminated. A one-step or 
 inverted unit is eliminated. 
 A two-step unit is inverted.

E Eliminated. The unit is eliminated 
 and removed from play, even if a  
 two-step unit.

[9.15] ADVANCE AFTER COMBAT

[9.15.1] If the defender’s hex is vacated due to 
combat, either as a result of retreat or elimination, 
the attacking unit(s) may immediately advance 
into the vacated hex and possibly beyond. 

[9.15.2] If the attacker’s hex(es) is vacated 
due to combat, either as a result of retreat 
or elimination, the defending unit(s) may 
immediately advance into the vacated hex and 
possibly beyond. 

[9.15.3] Advance after combat is always 
voluntary. All, some, or none of the units 
involved in a battle may advance.

[9.15.4] Units advancing may not violate 
stacking limits at the end of the advance, 
but may during the advance.

[9.15.5] The advance is stated as a number of 
movement points (not hexes as in most games) 
that each victorious unit receives; a unit may 
spend these points in the standard movement 
type, paying all terrain and ZOC costs.

[9.15.6] A unit may not exceed its printed 
movement factor in an advance, despite the 
number of movement points that are awarded 
for an advance (exception: 9.15.7).

[9.15.7] The first hex entered in an advance 
must be the enemy’s vacated hex. If more 
than one hex is vacated (as when an attacker 
retreats), then any of the vacated hexes may 
serve in this function. Advancing units may 
always enter the vacated hex; even if they were 
awarded insufficient movement points to do so, 
they may spend the entire award and enter the 
vacated hex. 

[9.15.8] Each unit is advanced individually, 
not as a stack.

[10.0] SUPPLY
GENERAL RULE
Supply affects a unit’s ability to attack, defend, 
and retreat; supply has no effect on movement 
or ZOC. To avoid adverse die roll modifiers, 
all involved units must be able to trace 
supply to a friendly supply source at the 
instant of combat. Units are said to be either 
supplied or unsupplied depending upon 
their ability to trace supply to a friendly 
supply source.

[10.1] Russian supply sources are any eastern 
map edge hex, or any hex on the northern 
edge of the map east of hex 3301 (inclusive) if 
friendly. Each Russian supply source can supply 
an unlimited number of units. This is denoted on 
the map by a white and red supply symbol with 
a “U” in it in each supply source.

The Polish infantry brigade is defending and 
receives a “D3” combat result. The Polish 
unit must retreat 3 hexes towards a friendly 
supply source (NRN hex 1012 will be the 
retreat destination).

The retreating unit determines the total delay 
factors along its optimal path of retreat. The 
first hex has a delay factor of 1, the second 
has a delay factor of 1, and the third has no 
delay factors. Note that if the unit attempted 
to retreat into hexes 1110 or 1011, the delay 
factors would have been 5 and 4, respec-
tively, due to the two Russian divisions 
occupying hex 1010. Note also the Russian 
cavalry regiment in hex 1309 has no ZOC 
and therefore does not contribute any delay 
factor for the first retreat hex (1211).

The unit begins its retreat in supply as it has 
sufficient movement factors to trace a non-
rail supply path to NRN hex 1012 (10.5.2) 
– and this rail network can reach an exact 
supply source (10.5.3, 10.5.5). There is no 
die roll modifier as the unit begins and ends 
its retreat move in supply.

The Polish player rolls on the ZOC Retreat 
Table using the ‘2-3’ column. He rolls a “4”  
which results in a successful retreat with no 
losses incurred.



[10.2] Polish supply sources are any city on 
the Polish NRN, or any of the three specially-
marked rail hexes on the western edge of the 
map.

[10.3] Polish supply sources can supply only a 
limited number of units. Warsaw may supply up 
to eight divisions, each other city on the Polish 
NRN may supply up to four divisions, and 
each of the three rail hexes may supply up to 
four divisions. This is denoted on the map by a 
white and blue supply symbol with a number in 
it in each supply source. For supply purposes, 
a brigade counts as ½ of a division, and any other 
non-divisional unit counts as ¼ of a division. 
Excess supply capacity cannot be stored for use 
in later turns.

Symbol Definition
Divisional 

Supply Cost
XX Division 1
X Brigade 0.5
III Regiment 0.25
II Battalion 0.25

[10.4] A supply source physically occupied 
by an enemy unit cannot provide supply for 
any unit. A supply source in an enemy ZOC 
functions normally.

[10.5] TRACING SUPPLY

[10.5.1] A supply line is a path of hexes traced 
from a unit to a supply source. A supply line 
may have up to two components: a rail element 
and a non-rail element. These elements may be 
arranged in one of the following ways:

• a non-rail element from a unit to a 
supply source;

• a rail element from a unit to a supply 
source; or,

• a non-rail element from a unit to a rail 
element to a supply source.

Any other combination of elements is not 
allowed. Specifically, it is not permitted to 
trace a non-rail element once a rail element of a 
supply line has been traced.

[10.5.2] The non-rail element of a supply line 
is traced from a unit to a supply source or to 
the start of a rail element. This non-rail element 
may not exceed 15 movement points in length. 
This path can be traced through an enemy 
ZOC, paying the enemy ZOC (delay factor) 
and standard movement costs. For purposes 
of tracing supply, a friendly unit negates the 
effects of enemy ZOC in the hex it occupies  
(thus negating the delay factor cost when tracing 
the supply path).

[10.5.3] The rail element of a supply line must 
be traced to a supply source. This element may 
be of any length, but it must be entirely along a 
railroad (as defined under Strategic Movement, 
8.3). The path may be as convoluted as necessary 
and may pass over any combination of rail nets. 
Supply cannot be traced through an enemy ZOC 
on the devastated or enemy NRN; however, 
a friendly unit negates enemy ZOC in the hex 
it occupies for the purpose of tracing supply.  
A supply line can be traced through enemy ZOC 
on the friendly NRN.

[10.5.4] Supply may never be traced into or 
through an enemy occupied hex.

[10.5.5] Polish units must trace a line to the 
exact source providing supply, due to the fact 
that each Polish supply source has a limited 
capacity. This becomes crucial when a pocket of 
units has only a few sources available or if the 
Russians have occupied a substantial number of 
Polish supply sources.

[10.6] EFFECTS OF BEING 
 OUT OF SUPPLY 

[10.6.1] If any of an attacker’s units in a battle 
are unsupplied, then 1 is subtracted from the 
combat resolution die roll.

[10.6.2] If any of a defender’s units in a battle 
are unsupplied, then 1 is added to the combat 
resolution die roll.

[10.6.3] A retreating unit must check its 
supply status at the start and end of its retreat. 
If the unit is out of supply, an unfavorable 
die roll modifier applies when using the ZOC 
Retreat Table (Losses During Retreat, 9.14).

[10.7] SPECIAL CASES

[10.7.1] An armored train (14.0) may trace a 
non-rail element supply line even though the 
armored train itself is prohibited from leaving 
a rail line.

[10.7.2] River flotillas and replacement counters 
are always supplied; they never need to trace a 
supply line.

[10.7.3] Russian West Front units are always 
supplied on the first turn following a completed 
Standdown (23.4.7).

[11.0] RUSSIAN  
 WITHDRAWALS
At various times, as indicated on the turn 
record chart, the Russian player is required 
to withdraw specific units from play. 
During the Reinforcement and Replacement 
phase (7.0) of the indicated turn, the specified 
units are removed from the map; the units 
are not required to move to a map edge. 
Units are withdrawn even if they are unsupplied 
and/or surrounded by enemy units.

[11.1] On the June I turn, the 15th (7-5-7) 
and 29th (8-6-7) Infantry Divisions of the 
West Front must be withdrawn. Also, the total 
factors withdrawn must at least equal 15 attack 
factors. If the 15th and 29th no longer equal 
this amount, then additional West Front units 
must be withdrawn to make up the difference. 
Two step units may be inverted to help meet the 
requirement.

[11.2] On the September IV turn, the Konarmiya 
(13 units) must be withdrawn. The withdrawal 
requirements are divided by unit type:

• Konarmiya Cavalry: All seven Konarmiya 
cavalry units must be withdrawn. 
Also, the total cavalry factors withdrawn 
must at least equal 18 attack factors. 
If surviving Konarmiya cavalry units 
do not meet this requirement, then the 
difference must be met by withdrawing 
other Southwest Front cavalry units. 
If the total still cannot be met, then all 
cavalry replacement factors arriving on 
subsequent turns must be applied against 
this deficit until the requirement is met.

• Konarmiya infantry and armored cars: 
Both of these units must be withdrawn, 
if they are still in play. There is no 
requirement to withdraw a specific 
amount of factors.
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• Konarmiya Armored Trains: These 
units are not differentiated from other 
Southwest Front armored trains. A total 
of four of these trains must be withdrawn, 
but the Russian player may count 
Southwest Front armored trains 
that were eliminated in previous 
turns as part of the total.  
Example: By the September IV turn, 
the Southwest Front has had three 
armored trains eliminated. Thus, only one 
armored train must be withdrawn with 
the Konarmiya

[11.3] Units specifically designated to 
be withdrawn may never return to play, 
nor may they be recreated or replaced 
after their scheduled turn of withdrawal.  
Other units (if any) that were removed to meet 
a required factor total may re-enter play through 
the off-map replacement procedure (7.2.3).

[12.0] RUSSIAN FRONTS

Russian
Southwest Front

black on orange

Russian
West Front

white on orange

[12.1] The Russian forces are divided into two 
commands, or fronts. The West Front operates 
on the northern half of the map; the Southwest 
Front on the southern half. The units of the two 
fronts are distinguished by the color of the unit 
type: West Front units are white printing on 
red counters, and Southwest Front units are 
black on red. The two fronts have only a limited 
ability to co-operate.

[12.2] The front boundary line, running from the 
east map edge to the Bug River, divides the two 
Russian commands. Western Front units more 
than two whole hexes south of the line are out 
of command; Southwestern Front units more 
than two whole hexes north of the line are out 
of command. Note that when the line crosses 
through the center of a hex, dividing it into two 
halves, the resulting partial hex does not count 
toward determining a unit’s distance from the 
front boundary (see illustrated example).

[12.2.1] The front boundary line extends only 
to the Bug River; Russian units are free of all 
front restrictions when operating west of the 
Bug River.

[12.3] OUT OF COMMAND

[12.3.1] Units which are out of command due to 
violating the front boundary line may not attack. 
Units out of command are always considered to 
be unsupplied, even if the units are able to trace 
a supply line.

[12.3.2] Units may never voluntarily move out of 
command. Thus, the only way out of command 
status can occur is when a unit is forced to retreat 
out of command due to the retreat priorities. 
(Note that units retreating out of command 
will end their retreat unsupplied, should the 
ZOC Retreat Table need to be consulted.)  
Units that retreat out of command must attempt 
to regain command as soon as possible in 
subsequent Russian movement phases.

[12.3.3] Note the normal state of units in 
play is that they are in command at all times.  
The command rules regarding the front 
boundary are an exception to this general rule.

[12.4] INTER-FRONT 
 NON-COOPERATION

[12.4.1] Units of different fronts may not 
voluntarily stack together. If forced to stack 
together due to a retreat, then the units of 
one front (Russian player’s choice) must be 
considered to be overstacked, regardless of their 
actual condition.

[12.4.2] Units of different fronts may not 
combine in an attack. Furthermore, they may 
not make separate attacks against the same 
defending units. In other words, when units of 
both fronts are adjacent to an enemy-occupied 
hex, only one battle may be fought against those 
enemy units, and only the units of one front may 
participate in the attack.

[12.4.3] Galician and Ukrainian units under 
Russian control are considered to belong to 
the Southwest Front. Lithuanian units under 
Russian control belong to the West Front. 
Russian reserve divisions and replacement 
counters belong to neither front and ignore all 
front restrictions.

[13.0] POLISH  
 SUBSTITUTION

[13.1] During the Polish Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase (7.0) of the July II turn, 
or on any turn thereafter, the Polish player may 
create the 21st Mountain Division. In order to 
do this, the 4th Mountain Regiment and the 
full-strength Rybak Mountain Brigade must be 
stacked together. The Polish player removes 
these two units and places the 21st Mountain 
Division in their hex.  

[13.2] The substitution may occur in any hex 
under any conditions.

[13.3] The newly-created unit may move and 
engage in combat normally in the following 
phases.

[13.4] Once the substitution is made, it cannot 
be reversed; the 4th Mountain Regiment and the 
Rybak Mountain Brigade may never be returned 
to play.

[14.0] ARMORED TRAINS

[14.1] Armored trains may only move 
along railroads (as defined under Strategic 
Movement, 8.3).

[14.2] Armored trains may only use standard 
or NRN movement modes; they may not use 
strategic movement. When using standard 
movement, they pay one movement point per 
(rail) hex entered; they must pay an additional 
movement point to cross a river hexside.

[14.3] They may enter enemy ZOC, paying the 
appropriate ZOC costs.

[14.4] Armored trains may not combine standard 
and NRN movement in the same turn.

[14.5] An armored train retreating after combat 
along its own NRN ignores all enemy ZOC 
exerted into the NRN hexes. Thus, the armored 
train would not consult the ZOC Retreat Table 
in this case. An armored train advancing after 
combat along its own NRN ignores all enemy 
ZOC in the NRN hexes.

[14.6] Armored trains must retreat in accordance 
with the priorities given in 9.13.4, but only in so 
far as these priorities may be followed along a 
rail line. If all rail routes of retreat are blocked, 
then a retreating armored train is eliminated instead.
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West Front units shown. 3-2-7 is in 
command as there are no restrictions when 
operating west of the Bug River. 4-3-7 
is in command because it is within two 
whole hexes of the front boundary line.  
Only the 6-4-7 is out of command as it is 
more than two whole hexes south of the front 
boundary line.



[14.7] An armored train may attack into 
any adjacent hex. An armored train may 
only advance after combat along a railroad. 
If it cannot advance into the enemy’s vacated 
hex due to the preceding, then it may not advance.

[15.0] RAIL NETS
GENERAL RULE
There are three types of railroads on the 
map, forming an interconnected system. The 
Polish NRN consists of the specially-marked 
rail hexes in the western portion of the map. 
The Russian NRN is composed of the specially-
marked rail hexes in the eastern portion of the 
 map.  In between the two is the devastated rail net  
(see the Terrain Effects Chart).

CASES
[15.1] The devastated rail net is the portion 
of the Eastern European rail system that was 
extensively damaged during World War I. 
Although not totally destroyed, it is less useful 
than the two NRNs. The devastated rail net 
may be used by armored trains and units in the 
strategic movement type. This net cannot be 
used for NRN movement, nor may it be added 
to a player’s NRN.

[15.2] Rail lines cannot be destroyed. The only 
way to prohibit enemy use of a rail line is to 
physically occupy the rail hexes with units.

[15.3] While a bridge exists everywhere a rail 
line crosses a river hexside, the additional 
movement point cost to cross the river is not 
negated by the bridge. This is due to the effects 
of World War I, which left the bridges in this 
area of the world in a precarious condition.  
For game purposes, bridges cannot be repaired 
or further destroyed.

[15.4] Railroads in the German areas of the 
map (Germany, East Prussia, and Danzig) 
are marked as part of the Polish NRN. 
However, the Polish player may not use these 
railroads except in certain specific optional 
rules. As a special case of the preceding, the rail 
line in hexes 0402, 0501, and 0602 may not be 
used for Polish NRN movement, except in the 
aforementioned optional rules.

[16.0] FLOTILLAS AND  
 MARINES
GENERAL RULE
Flotillas represent collections of river craft 
that were used for military purposes during 
the Russo-Polish War. As such, they operate 
under special rules for movement and combat. 
Marines are land units that have the capability 
of operating with the flotillas.

PROCEDURE
Flotillas may only move in hexes that are 
adjacent to certain rivers. Both Russian 
flotillas and the Polish Pinsk flotilla may move 
anywhere along the Dnepr River and any rivers 
connected to the Dnepr. The Polish Vistula 
flotilla may move anywhere along the Vistula 
River and any rivers connected to the Vistula. 
However, flotillas may not proceed beyond any 
flotilla movement limit markers on the map.

Within these bounds, flotillas have unlimited 
movement ability. Flotillas may move through 
enemy ZOC but may not enter or move through 
hexes occupied by enemy units (e.g., Russian 
units in hexes 0711 and 0712 would prevent 
the Polish flotilla from moving to Torun from 
Modlin).

Flotillas are always supplied. Flotillas do not 
have ZOC.

Individual flotilla units are based in and 
generally limited to either the Dnepr or Vistula 
watersheds; however, the Dnepr-Bug Canal 
linked the two river systems between Brest-
Litovsk and Pinsk. The Canal is marked on 
the map as a short stretch of river with flotilla 
movement limiter markers at either end 
(between hexes 2317 to 2718). During 1920 
the Canal was shallow and poorly maintained, 
so normal flotilla travel along it is prohibited.  
Players may attempt to use the Canal for flotilla 
movement but they risk grounding its vessels 
and permanently losing the flotilla unit in the 
attempt (Case 16.6).  For non-flotilla units, 
the Canal is treated as a normal river hexside for 
all purposes of movement and combat.

CASES
[16.1] A flotilla may only attack adjacent enemy 
units that occupy hexes into which the flotilla is 
permitted to move. 

[16.2] A flotilla may be attacked according to 
the normal provisions of the combat rule,and it 
receives the defensive benefit of the terrain of 
the hex it occupies. Flotillas may attack enemy 
flotillas, alone or jointly with other units.

[16.3] If a flotilla is forced to retreat, it may 
simply move to any other hex within its 
movement restrictions; the ZOC retreat table 
and the specified retreat distance are ignored. 
It may not retreat into or through an enemy 
occupied hex. The flotilla is eliminated if it is 
unable to retreat at least one hex.

[16.4] A flotilla may never advance after combat.

[16.5] The Russian flotilla received as a 
reinforcement must enter in hexes 5133 or 5134. 
If Polish units occupy these hexes, then the 
entry of the flotilla must be delayed.

[16.6] Passage of the Dnepr-Bug Canal by 
flotilla units can be attempted only during the 
movement phase, or in an attempt to retreat 
as a result of combat, only during game 
turns in the months of April, May, and June. 
In all other game turns, the Canal is completely 
impassable to flotillas.

To attempt passage, move the flotilla unit to 
either end of the Canal as indicated on the map 
and roll a die. On a result of 1-2, the flotilla is 
successful in traversing the Canal, and may 
proceed normally.  On a roll of 3-6, the flotilla 
is immediately eliminated. If a marine unit is 
traveling with the flotilla, it is considered to 
have disembarked at the moment the flotilla is 
eliminated.

[16.7] MARINES

[16.7.1] If a flotilla and a marine unit begin the 
movement phase stacked together, the flotilla 
may transport the marine unit. The flotilla 
moves as normal, but the marine unit may not 
move by itself. The flotilla may disembark 
the marines at any point during its move. 
Both the marines and the flotilla may attack 
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Example: a flotilla in hex 4530 could attack 
into hexes 4430, 4529, 4630, or 4631, but not 
into hexes 4531 or 4431.

Dnepr-Bug Canal



in the following combat phase. If both a 
marine unit and a flotilla are required to retreat 
from a battle, then the retreating flotilla may 
transport the marines. This satisfies the retreat 
requirement for the marines.

[16.7.2] Marines do not trace supply in the 
manner described in Supply (10.0). Instead, they 
trace supply to a friendly flotilla. Marines more 
than two hexes from a flotilla are automatically 
unsupplied; they are supplied if they can trace a 
supply line of two hexes (not movement points) 
or less to a flotilla. Enemy units, but not their 
ZOC, block this supply line.

[17.0] MAP EDGES AND  
 BORDERS
GENERAL RULE
Various on-map actions may lead to certain 
off-map reactions. These reactions, in part, 
allow certain reinforcements to enter play 
in advance of their scheduled turn of entry. 
Once brought into play, these units remain in 
play, even if the situation that caused their entry 
subsequently changes.

CASES
[17.1] RUSSIAN REACTION

[17.1.1] If, at the start of any Russian 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase, there 
is a Polish unit east of the Russian Reaction 
Line (denoted by a red dotted line, see the 
Terrain Effects Chart), then the Russian player 
has his replacement rate doubled for that turn. 
In addition, the Russian player receives 
a reserve division as a reinforcement. 
For this rule, reserve divisions are taken in 
inverse order of appearance; i.e., the reserve 
division of the October I turn is taken first, 
then the one of the September IV turn, etc.

[17.1.2] This reaction occurs every turn a 
Polish unit is in the triggering area during the 
appropriate phase. Polish units do not trigger 
a reaction if they were in the area but left it 
(e.g., through advance after combat) before 
the start of the Russian Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase. The Polish player may 
voluntarily eliminate any unit of his that is 
forced to retreat into the triggering area.

[17.2] LATVIAN BORDER  
 GARRISON REACTION 

[17.2.1] The Latvian border garrison is 
composed of three West Front infantry divisions, 
as identified on the various Russian setup charts. 
These units are released to enter play if, at the 
beginning of any Russian Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase, there is a Polish unit north 
of the Dvina River. These units enter play in any 
hex on the northern map edge east of hex 3801 
(inclusive).

[17.2.2] Two of the garrison units are received 
as regular West Front reinforcements during 
the course of the game. The third unit can only 
enter play in response to Polish units crossing 
the Dvina, as described above.

[17.3] MAP EDGES 

[17.3.1] No unit may voluntarily move off the 
edge of the map. However, units may retreat 
off the map edges in response to the retreat 
priorities. Russian units may retreat off the 
northern, eastern, or southern map edges; 
they are eliminated if they retreat off the 
western map edge. Polish units may retreat off 
the western map edge, but they are eliminated 
if forced to retreat off any other map edge. 
Units retreating off a map edge must return to 
play in the following friendly movement phase; 
they return by entering any hex on the same map 
edge off which they retreated. 

[17.3.2] The southern map edge is divided 
into two zones by the Romanian border. Units 
retreating off the map in one zone must re-enter 
in the same zone that they were forced to exit.

[17.4] BORDERS

[17.4.1] Any unit that enters Romania, 
Czechoslovakia, Germany, Danzig, or East 
Prussia is interned. The unit is permanently 
removed from play. A unit that retreats off a 
map edge may not re-enter play within these 
areas. The rail lines of these areas may not 
be used for movement or supply purposes.  
(Exceptions: Optional Rules 24.8, 24.10, 24.11)

[17.4.2] Non-Lithuanian units may freely 
cross the Lithuanian border and operate inside 
Lithuania. However, at the end of every combat 
phase, all non-Lithuanian units are eliminated. 
Thus, players may move through or even fight 
in Lithuania as long as their units are outside 
that country at the end of the combat phase. 
The Lithuanian border does not block or inhibit 
ZOC of any unit. The Lithuanian rail lines may 
not be used for the purpose of tracing supply.

[18.0] WARSAW 
 FORTIFICATIONS
GENERAL RULE
The Warsaw fortifications are the five 
fortification hexes printed on the map. 
Polish units in a fortified hex have their defense 
factors doubled if attacked across a fortification 
hexside, in addition to all other terrain effects. 
For example, if a Russian unit attacked into 
Warsaw from across the Vistula River, then 
the Polish units would be doubled for defense 
and 2 would be subtracted from the die roll. 
Only Polish units benefit from the fortifications.

CASES
[18.1] The fortifications are permanent and 
cannot be destroyed. Polish units always receive 
the full defense benefit of the fortifications, even if 
the hex was previously occupied by Russian units.

[18.2] Units with a movement factor of 0 
(Zero Movement Factor Units, 19.0) have 
unlimited movement within the five-hex 
fortification zone. They may ignore enemy ZOC 
but may not enter an enemy occupied hex. They 
may never move out of the fortification zone. 
They are subject to the normal combat rules, 
except that they may only retreat or advance 
after combat within the zone. If a retreat forces 
them outside this zone, they are eliminated instead.

[18.3] Other than 18.2, the fortifications have no 
effect on movement.

[19.0] ZERO MOVEMENT  
 FACTOR UNITS
GENERAL RULE
The Polish player has ten units that have a 
movement factor of 0: two garrison units, 
one artillery unit, and seven militia units. 
These units may not use any movement type, 
although such units in the fortification zone 
are granted a limited movement ability (18.2). 
These units may engage in combat normally, 
but they may not retreat or advance after combat 
outside of their restricted movement area. 
If forced to retreat outside of the allowed 
movement area, the units are eliminated instead.
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CASES

[19.1] Each of the two garrison units has a 
city name as its unit identification; if recreated 
through the replacement procedure (7.2.3), the 
garrison unit must appear in its named city. 
If the city is enemy occupied, then the garrison 
unit may not be recreated.

[19.2] The militia units, which appear via the 
Polish Rally Table (22.0), may appear (and be 
recreated) in any Polish city on the Polish NRN.

[20.0] MOTO-MECHANIZED  
 UNITS
GENERAL RULE
Armored car, tank, and mechanized infantry units 
are collectively known as moto-mechanized 
(MM) units. The Polish player has a number 
of these units, and they must conform to the 
restrictions below. The Russian player has one 
MM unit, the Konarmiya armored car unit; 
this unit functions exactly as a cavalry unit and 
ignores the provisions of this rule.

CASES
[20.1] MOVEMENT  

[20.1.1] Polish MM units ignore all enemy ZOC 
for all purposes (movement, supply, advances, 
retreats, etc.). Terrain affects Polish MM 
units somewhat differently than other units. 
See the TEC for details.

[20.1.2] Standard Movement: MM units must 
pay double the terrain costs for all terrain types 
except clear terrain and city. They pay the 
standard cost for clear terrain and city.  

[20.1.3] Strategic Movement: MM units have 
their movement factors doubled. When moving 
along a railroad, they pay one movement point 
for each hex entered and two extra movement 
points to cross a river. When moving off-rail, 
all terrain costs are double the cost paid by MM 
units using Standard movement. Thus, an MM 
unit using Strategic movement would have to 
pay eight movement points when entering a 
forest hex.

[20.1.4] NRN Movement: MM units have 
no special rules for this movement type; 
they follow the provisions of 8.4. 

[20.2] SUPPLY

The Standard movement rules (20.1.2) are used 
when tracing the off-rail element of a supply line 
for an MM unit. Thus, enemy ZOC are ignored, 
but the higher terrain costs must be paid (20.1.2).

[20.3] BREAKDOWNS

[20.3.1] During the Polish Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase of each turn in which there 
is at least one Polish MM unit on the map, 
the Polish player must determine the effects 
of MM breakdowns. A die is rolled for each 
MM unit in play; on a roll of 1 or 2, the unit 
loses a step. (Since most MM units have only 
one step, this will result in the loss of the unit.) 
Each unit is checked only once per turn.

[20.3.2] If three steps have already been lost due 
to breakdowns in a turn, then no other MM unit 
need be checked for breakdown on that turn. 

[20.3.3] The Polish player determines the order 
in which the MM units will be checked for 
breakdown.

[20.3.4] The Polish player never rolls for 
breakdowns on the first turn of any scenario. 

[20.3.5] Polish MM units arriving as 
reinforcements are not checked for breakdown 
on the turn of their appearance. 

[20.3.6] Units not on the map, whether in play 
or not, are not checked for breakdown. 

[20.3.7] The supply status of a MM unit has no 
effect on breakdown.

[21.0] ALLIED AND 
 OTHER UNITS
COMMENTARY
Alongside the regular Polish and Russian 
Armies, there were other nationalities and 
special formations. These are described below.

GENERAL RULE
Unless specifically stated otherwise, all 
references to Russian units also applies to 
the Lithuanian, Galician, and Ukrainian 
units under the Russian player’s control. 
Likewise, all references to Polish units also 
apply to the Galician, Ukrainian, Belarusian, 
and Lithuanian-Belarusian units under the 
Polish player’s control. These allied units may 
move, engage in combat, and stack with the 
controlling player’s other units, unless expressly 
forbidden below.

CASES
[21.1] UKRAINIANS

[21.1.1] The Ukrainians have four units. 
These units may be controlled by either 
player (but never by both simultaneously). 
The Ukrainians begin all scenarios under Polish 
control. Control may switch between the players 
any number of times. Note that each player has 
a set of Ukrainian counters; be sure and use the 
correct counter set depending on who currently 
controls the Ukrainians.

[21.1.2] The Ukrainians are commanded by the 
player who controls, or was the last to control, 
the cities of Lwów and Kiev simultaneously. 
Kiev is controlled by the player whose combat 
units occupy the city or were the last to occupy 
the city. Lwów is controlled by the Russian 
player only if a Russian unit occupies Lwów;  
at all other times, the city is under Polish control.

[21.1.3] A player loses control of the Ukrainians 
when the opposing player simultaneously 
controls Lwów and Kiev. (Note that loss of just 
one of these cities would not switch command.) 
When a player loses command of the Ukrainians, 
all Ukrainian units are immediately removed 
from play. The new controlling player may 
subsequently re-introduce these units (21.1.4).
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The Polish 1st Armored 
Car Battalion (2-1-8) is 
in hex 2116. 

It conducts standard 
movement to hex 2115, 
paying 4 MPs (forest), 
and then to hex 2114, 
paying 1 MP (clear).  
It ends its move by 
entering hex 2113, 
paying 3 MPs (2 for 
crossing the river and 
1 for clear). 

It has used a total of 8 
MPs, expending all of 
its movement factors 
for the turn.



[21.1.4] During each friendly Reinforcement 
and Replacement phase of the controlling 
player, that player rolls one die for each of the 
Ukrainian cities he controls. For each 6 rolled, 
the player may choose one of the following 
options:

• He may bring into play any one Ukrainian 
unit. The unit appears in a Ukrainian city 
controlled by the player; the unit appears 
at its inverted strength.

• Any one inverted Ukrainian unit, 
anywhere on the map, may be flipped to 
its two-step side.

Should all Ukrainian units be in play and all at 
full-strength, then excess steps gained in this 
manner are lost.

[21.1.5] Ukrainian units may only enter play in 
the manner so described. However, once in play, 
these units may receive on-map replacements 
from the controlling player.

[21.2] LITHUANIANS

Although controlled by the Russian player, 
Lithuanian units may not stack or combine 
in attack with Russian units. Lithuanians are 
always supplied in Lithuania. Outside their 
country, they are supplied if they are within 
four hexes of the Lithuanian border and can 
trace a non-rail element supply line to any hex 
in Lithuania. They may not trace a rail element 
supply line. Lithuanian units may never be 
replaced or recreated.

[21.3] BELARUSIANS

The Belarusian and Lithuanian-Belarusian units 
are integral parts of the Polish forces and have 
no special rules.

[21.4] POLISH LEGION AND  
 VOLUNTEER DIVISIONS

white on light blue

The Polish Legion and Volunteer divisions have 
no special properties except that Polish Legion 
cavalry regiments may be recreated at a cost of 
one replacement factor instead of two (7.2.3.1).

[21.5] POLISH FRONTIER GUARD  
 CAVALRY UNITS

The Polish player has a number of frontier guard 
cavalry regiments which begin most scenarios 
on specific hexes along the East Prussian and 
Lithuanian borders. These units may not move 
or attack until released. Units are released 
individually, whenever a Russian unit moves 
within five hexes of the frontier guard regiment. 
Lithuanian units do not release these guards 
until a Lithuanian unit crosses or attacks across 
the Lithuanian border.

[21.6] GALICIANS

The Galicians only appear in the Campaign 
Game (23.4).

[22.0] POLISH RALLY
GENERAL RULE
If, at the beginning of any Polish Reinforcement 
and Replacement phase, there are Russian 
units totaling nine or more attack factors in 
central Poland, then the Polish rally begins. 
Central Poland is defined as any hex within 
eleven hexes of Warsaw; this can be seen on 
the map as a light-blue dotted line labeled 
“Central Poland.” When totaling the Russians in 
central Poland, count Russian cavalry units at 
half factor, retaining fractions.

CASES
[22.1] The Polish rally occurs on the turn it was 
triggered and during the Polish Reinforcement 
and Replacement phase of the next two turns. 
The Polish player receives six units per turn 
of rally as rally reinforcements; these are 
taken from the Polish Rally Table (PRT). 
Place the Polish Rally marker on the turn it 
occurs so that you can track the next two turns 
for added reinforcements.

[22.2] A die is rolled separately for each unit to 
be received; each die roll corresponds to one of 
the numbered rows on the PRT. The leftmost 
unit in a row is taken as a rally reinforcement. 

[22.3] The Polish player continues to roll for 
rally reinforcements until he has received six 
units from the PRT in that turn or until there are 
no more units remaining on the PRT.

[22.4] Rally reinforcements appear as 
regular Polish reinforcements (7.0), with two 
exceptions:

• Units designated from Poznan must 
appear in hex 0111. If the hex is enemy 
occupied, then the appearance of these 
units must be delayed.

• The militia units may appear in any 
Polish-controlled city on the Polish NRN.

[22.5] Some of the units on the PRT are 
scheduled to appear as regular reinforcements. 
These units are removed from the PRT and enter 
play on their scheduled turn of appearance. 
During the Polish rally, units on the PRT that are 
scheduled to appear as regular reinforcements 
enter as such. Six units are still received as rally 
reinforcements.

[22.6] In addition to rally reinforcements, the 
Polish player receives six infantry and two 
cavalry replacement factors on each turn of the 
Polish rally. This is in addition to any scheduled 
replacement factors.

[22.7] THE RAILROAD RESERVE

[22.7.1] Beginning with the Polish rally and 
lasting for the rest of the game, the Polish 
player may create and maintain a railroad 
reserve. This reserve is formed by holding units 
off-map. During the Polish Reinforcement and 
Replacement phase, any arriving reinforcements, 
recreated units, and replacement counters may 
be placed in the reserve. Also, any Polish unit 
in play that is able to move to Warsaw or the 
three rail supply hexes via NRN movement may 
enter the reserve; remove the unit from the map. 
Any unit entering the reserve does not count 
against the two-division limit for NRN 
movement. Any number of units may be in the 
railroad reserve.

[22.7.2] Any or all of the units in the reserve 
may be brought back into play during a Polish 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase. 
They may appear as reinforcements (7.1), 
or alternately, they may appear in any 
Polish-controlled city that can trace a NRN line 
to Warsaw.

[22.7.3] Units may not both enter and leave the 
railroad reserve in the same turn. Units may 
leave the railroad reserve on any turn following 
their turn of reserve entry.
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[23.0] SCENARIOS AND  
 HOW TO SET UP  
 THE GAME
GENERAL RULE
There is a Set-up Chart for each scenario.  
Each of the Set-up Charts displays the units 
available for the scenario, their starting 
strengths, and their specified hexes or areas of 
deployment. (Note: for some scenarios, there is 
no set-up code provided in the colored circle. 
This is intentional.) The charts also list which 
units are considered to be eliminated prior to the 
scenario start; some may be replaceable (7.2) 
and some may be non-replaceable (7.2.5) and 
may not enter play.

There are two Turn Record Tracks; one for 
The Gates of Warsaw scenario (23.1) and 
one for the Campaign Game (23.4) and both 
Belarusian scenarios (23.2, 23.3). The Turn 
Record Track displays the scenario length and 
the entry of reinforcements. The replacement 
points received by both sides are given on a 
turn-by-turn basis. Finally, the chart indicates 
when the Konarmiya is to be withdrawn (11.0).

When deploying the units, players need only 
match the unit types and factors displayed. 
With one exception, it is not necessary to 
deploy the units according to unit identification.  
The exception is the Konarmiya, which must be 
deployed according to unit identification.

If units are listed as deploying in an area, rather 
than a specific hex, deploy the units as follows:

• All front-line hexes must be occupied 
by a unit or in the ZOC of a unit of that 
deployment area.

• Units may not deploy overstacked.
• Russian units may not start stacked 

with Galicians.

Certain units must begin in a specific hex. 
Overstacking in this case is allowed, but it must 
be corrected in the first friendly movement 
phase.

The Turn Record Track keeps track of the 
passage of game time, indicating when a 
scenario starts and ends. Replacement rates, 
reinforcements, and withdrawals are specified 
on this chart. The Gates of Warsaw scenario has 
its own Turn Record Track. 

For a schedule of specific units arriving 
as reinforcements or needing to be 
withdrawn, refer to the Polish Reinforcement 
Chart and Russian Reinforcement and 
Withdrawal Chart for the specific units.  
Note: These charts apply for all scenarios except 
The Gates of Warsaw scenario.

Some scenarios have special rules listed under 
them; these rules apply only to those scenarios.

[23.1] THE GATES OF WARSAW

The Gates of Warsaw should be the first scenario 
played when learning the game. Both players 
must deploy their units as specified on the 
deployment charts; thus, order of deployment 
is inconsequential. Due to the nature of the 
historical situation, players will find this 
scenario tilted in favor of the Poles.

[23.1.1] The scenario starts on the August 
III turn. On this turn, the entire Russian 
player turn is skipped, so play begins 
with the Polish Reinforcement and Replacement 
phase. The scenario ends upon the conclusion of 
the October IV turn. The scenario is ten turns 
in length.

[23.1.2] The Polish rally has already occurred; 
thus, the Polish Rally Table (22.0) is not used. 
Polish player may create the railroad reserve 
(22.7) at any time.

[23.1.3] The Polish units in Płock and Modlin 
begin the game overstacked. This must be 
corrected during the first Polish movement 
phase.

[23.1.4] The Ukrainians begin the scenario 
under Polish control (21.1).

[23.1.5] All Polish frontier guards have 
been released from the provisions of 21.5. 
The Latvian border garrison has not been 
released, but it consists of only one unit in 
this scenario.

[23.1.6] There are no accumulated off-map 
replacement factors for either player.

[23.1.7] The units specified to be deployed in the 
Warsaw fortifications may be deployed on any 
fortification hex, but they may not overstack.

[23.1.8] Only The Gates of Warsaw Turn 
Record Track is used for this scenario. 
Reinforcements are included on this Turn 
Record Track; no reinforcement chart is needed.

[23.2] THE BELARUSIAN SCENARIO  
 (LONG VERSION)

[23.2.1] The scenario begins on the July I 
turn, starting with the Russian player turn. 
It ends upon the conclusion of the October IV 
turn. The scenario is sixteen turns in length. 
The Polish player deploys first.

[23.2.2] The Ukrainians begin the scenario 
under Polish control (21.1).

[23.2.3] The Polish frontier guards have not 
been released from the provisions of 21.5. 
The Latvian border garrison has not been 
released either.

[23.2.4] The Polish rally has not occurred.

[23.2.5] There are no accumulated off-map 
replacement factors for either player.

[23.2.6] The Standdown (Campaign Game, 
23.4.7) is assumed to have ended on the June 
IV turn. Thus, the first turn of the scenario 
is the first turn following the Standdown. 
West Front units receive all post-Standdown 
effects.

[23.3] THE BELARUSIAN SCENARIO  
 (SHORT VERSION)

This scenario follows all the rules and 
instructions of the long version with two 
exceptions:

• This scenario ends upon the conclusion 
of the Russian player turn of August IV. 
There are eight turns in this scenario.

• The victory conditions of 3.0 are not 
used. The Russian player wins if he 
has 17 or more VPs at the end of the 
scenario. The Russian player wins a 
Cataclysmic victory if he occupies 
Warsaw at any point during the game. 
If the Russian player does not win, the 
Polish player wins.

[23.4] THE CAMPAIGN GAME

[23.4.1] This scenario starts on the April IV 
turn. On this turn the entire Russian player 
turn is skipped, so play begins with the Polish 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase. 
The game ends upon the conclusion of the 
October IV turn. The game is twenty-five turns 
in length. The Russian player deploys first.

[23.4.2] The Ukrainians begin the scenario 
under Polish control (21.1).

[23.4.3] The Polish frontier guards have not 
been released from the provisions of 21.5.  
The Latvian border garrison has not been 
released either.

[23.4.4] The Polish rally has not occurred.

[23.4.5] There are no accumulated off-map 
replacement factors for either player.

[23.4.6] Polish-Ukrainian Relations

[23.4.6.1] The Polish player must occupy Kiev 
for any one full (Polish or Russian) movement 
phase by the end of the May III turn. If he fails 
to do so, he immediately loses control of the 
Ukrainians: all Ukrainian units are removed 
from play. 

[23.4.6.2] If the Polish player loses control of 
the Ukrainians, the Russian player does not 
automatically gain control; instead the first 
player to simultaneously hold Lwów and Kiev 
gains control of the Ukrainians (21.1). 

[23.4.6.3] If the Russians gain control of 
the Ukrainians before the May III turn, the 
provisions of this rule are ignored.
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[23.4.7] The Standdown

[23.4.7.1] The Russian player must, no later 
than the start of the June II turn, declare a 
Standdown. The Standdown affects all West 
Front units: these units may move normally 
but are restricted in their ability to attack.  
For each attack made against West Front units, 
the West Front may make one retaliatory attack. 
Other than this, the West Front may not attack. 

Example: The Polish player made three 
attacks on West Front units in the preceding 
turn; the West Front may make only three 
attacks in its turn.

[23.4.7.2] The Standdown lasts for three 
consecutive turns and cannot be interrupted. 
The Standdown can be declared at the start of 
any turn; if it has not been declared by the start 
of the June II turn, it must be declared on that turn.

[23.4.7.3] On the turn following the last 
turn of Standdown, West Front units regain 
their full attacking capabilities. On this turn 
(only), all West Front units are automatically 
supplied, regardless of position. On the next 
turn, and continuing for four consecutive turns 
(inclusive), West Front units ignore enemy ZOC 
for all movement purposes (including advances/
retreats after combat).

[23.4.7.4] The Standdown can be declared only 
once per game.

[23.4.7.5] Southwest Front and Lithuanian units 
are not affected by the Standdown.

[23.4.8] The Galicians 

[23.4.8.1] The Galicians begin under Russian 
control. They are deployed on specific hexes, 
and no unit may start stacked with them.

[23.4.8.2] The Galician Mutiny. At the end 
of the Polish player’s first movement phase, 
the Galicians may mutiny. One die is rolled for 
each unit, with the following results:

Roll Result
1-2 Unit defects to the Polish player
3-5 Unit deserts and is removed from play
6 Unit remains loyal to Russian player

Defecting Galician units are controlled by the 
Polish player for the rest of the game, starting 
with the combat phase following the Galician 
mutiny rolls. Loyal Galicians remain under 
control of the Russian player. Galician units 
may never be replaced or recreated. Note that 
each player has a set of Galician counters; 
be sure and use the correct counter depending on 
who currently controls each individual Galician.

[23.4.9] Northern Theater of Operations

[23.4.9.1] On the April IV, May I, and May II 
turns, Polish units may not move adjacent to 
West Front units. Likewise, West Front units 
may not move adjacent to Polish units in this 
same period.

[23.4.9.2] During this period, the Russian 
player must bring at least half of his available 
replacements of each type onto the map in the 
West Front command area. 

[23.4.9.3] Russian on-map RCs may not be 
removed into the off-map pool until the May III 
turn.

[24.0] OPTIONAL RULES  
 AND VARIANTS
COMMENTARY
Several game variants are presented below, 
covering a wide range of game options, historical 
possibilities, and some fairly implausible 
situations. Each may be used alone or with the 
others, unless otherwise noted.

[24.1] THE FALL OF WARSAW

For players who believe that the Poles, despite 
the catastrophic loss of their political and 
cultural capital, would not have caved in if 
Warsaw fell, this optional rule is presented.

[24.1.1] If the Russians occupy Warsaw at the 
end of any scenario, they win a Cataclysmic 
victory.

[24.1.2] If the Russians occupy Warsaw 
during a scenario, the game does not end.  
However, as long as Warsaw is occupied, 
the following conditions are in effect:

• All Polish units attack and defend as 
if they were unsupplied. There is no 
additional effect for those units that are 
actually unsupplied.

• Polish reinforcements appear as if 
Warsaw was isolated, but they may not 
appear in that city.

• The Polish rally, if in progress, 
is suspended until Warsaw is liberated 
from the Russians.

• The Polish player may not maintain a 
railroad reserve; he must bring all units 
in the reserve onto the map at the first 
opportunity.

• Polish units lose their ZOC.

[24.1.3] If the Poles retake Warsaw, all the 
negative effects of its fall (24.1.2) cease.

[24.1.4] If the Russians capture Warsaw 
on or before their September III turn, 
then the Konarmiya does not have to be 
withdrawn; it may stay in play for the rest of 
the game.

[24.2] THREE-PLAYER GAME

In this variant, each Russian front is commanded 
by a separate player.

[24.2.1] The two Russian players are considered 
friendly and may not attack one another.

[24.2.2] Units of one front may not enter 
hexes containing units of the other front 
unless the controlling player permits such 
movement through the hex in question.  
However, units of one front may not end their 
movement in a hex occupied by the other 
front; rule 12.4.1 prohibiting stacking units of 
different fronts still applies.

[24.2.3] Units of either front may operate 
anywhere west of the Bug River (12.2), and 
the Inter-Front Non-Cooperation restrictions on 
movement and combat (12.4) are still in force.

[24.2.4] The three-player game may only 
be used with the Campaign Game (23.4) or 
Belarusian scenario (long version, 23.2). 

[24.2.5] The victory conditions remain 
as normal. To determine relative Russian 
performance, compare each Russian play-
er’s VP total. If one is larger than the other, 
then that player has performed marginally better.  
If one is four or more points larger, then that 
player has performed substantially better.  
If one player captures Warsaw, he is declared a 
“Hero of the Soviet Union,” and his compatriot 
gets sent on a military mission to Outer Mongolia.

[24.3] POLISH FREE DEPLOYMENT  
 (BELARUSIAN SCENARIOS)

Allow the Polish player to adopt a more 
sensible deployment in the Belarusian scenario.  
All Polish units north of Babruysk may be 
deployed in any deployment area north of that 
city. Russian units must deploy as normal.

[24.4] LITHUANIAN-RUSSIAN  
 RELATIONS

[24.4.1] The Lithuanians begin the 
Campaign Game and Belarusian scenarios 
as neutrals. The Russian player may move 
Lithuanian units, but they may not move or 
attack across their border.

[24.4.2] The Lithuanians remain neutral until 
either:

• A Polish unit moves or attacks across the 
Lithuanian border, or

• The Russian player captures Wilno.

[24.4.3] On the game turn following the either 
occurrence of 24.4.2, Lithuanian units may 
operate, for the rest of the game, as described 
in 21.2. However, as long as the Russian player 
controls Wilno, this city must be garrisoned by 
a Lithuanian unit.



[24.5] PARTISANS IN THE UKRAINE

When the Poles launched their April offensive, 
the Bolshevik situation in the Ukraine quickly 
became critical. Not only were the Poles 
advancing, but the Galician deserters were 
causing problems behind the Russian lines. 
Furthermore, the remnants of Denikin’s White 
Army were still present off-map to the south, 
and the anarchist Makhno controlled an area 
off-map to the east. Therefore, on the entire May 
I turn, all Southwest Front units are unsupplied.

[24.6] UKRAINIAN NATIONALISM

The Polish occupation of Kiev in May 1920 
marked the fifteenth change of regime that 
city had experienced in the last three years.  
As a result, the inhabitants were less than 
enthusiastic with attempts to set up a functioning 
Ukrainian state and army to help fight the 
Bolsheviks.  Assuming that the Ukrainians were 
not so disillusioned, use the following rule for 
the campaign game.

If the Poles occupy Kiev for one full game 
turn, then all four Ukrainian units are brought 
into play at full strength in the next Polish 
Reinforcement and Replacement phase.  
All on-map Ukrainian units go to full strength 
at that time. This can occur only once per game.

[24.7] THE KOŚCIUSZKO 
 SQUADRON (KS)

A group of American pilots volunteered to 
help Poland against the Bolsheviks. Using 
abandoned German equipment, they flew on 
Poland’s behalf throughout the war. A counter is 
provided to represent this squadron.

[24.7.1] In the Polish combat phase, the KS may 
be used to add 1 to the die roll in resolving one 
battle. At least one supplied Polish unit must be 
in this battle.

[24.7.2] At the start of the Russian movement 
phase, the Polish player may place the KS 
anywhere within three hexes of a supplied 
Polish unit. The KS has an effect of a 1 strength 
delay factor in the hex it occupies (only).  
The KS is removed from the map at the end of 
the Russian combat phase.

[24.8] UPPER SILESIA

Upper Silesia had been placed under Triple 
Entente administration, in preparation for a 
plebiscite there. The French president of the 
International Commission in Upper Silesia, 
General Le Rond, was strongly pro-Polish.  
It is possible that he would have allowed Polish 
rail transit through the area. Allow the Polish 
player to use the railroads in Upper Silesia 
as part of the Polish NRN. Katowice and 
Sasnowiec, however, are not considered to be 
Polish supply sources.

[24.9] DANZIG

Entente shipments of munitions to Poland 
were quite important to the Polish war effort.  
These munitions were unloaded at Danzig and 
shipped into Poland. Therefore, allow the Polish 
player to trace a rail element supply line (only) 
to Danzig. 

[24.9.1] Danzig may supply up to four divisions. 

[24.9.2] The Russian player may declare a dock 
workers’ strike in Danzig at the start of any 
turn. The strike lasts for four consecutive turns. 
During the strike, Danzig may not be used as a 
Polish supply source. The strike may be called 
only once per game.

[24.9.3] This module may not be used in the 
Gates of Warsaw (24.1) scenario.

[24.10] THE PLEBISCITE AREA

This variant assumes that the plebiscite in 
the Marienwerder-Allenstein districts of 
East Prussia had been held before the war 
and that the districts had voted to join Poland 
(quite unlikely). Add the Plebiscite Area of East 
Prussia to Poland. The railroads in this area are 
part of the Polish NRN; Allenstein (Olsztyn) 
and Marienburg (Malbork) are Polish supply 
sources.

This module may not be used in the Gates of 
Warsaw (24.1) scenario.

[24.11] THE FREIKORPS (FK)

This variant assumes that Dmowski somehow 
managed to gain all his goals at the Paris Peace 
Conference. The Germans would not have 
accepted this situation, and it is likely that the 
Freikorps movement would have been active 
in this area. For game purposes, the FK is 
controlled by the Russian player.

[24.11.1] Add all of the German areas on 
the map (East Prussia, Danzig, Pomerania, 
and Upper Silesia) to Poland. The railroads in 
these areas are part of the Polish NRN, and the 
cities in these areas are Polish supply sources.

[24.11.2] FK units may operate anywhere on 
the map as regular units do; they are free of all 
Russian front restrictions.

[24.11.3] They are supplied if they can trace a 
non-rail element supply line to any hex on the 
west edge of the map or to any German city not 
occupied by a Polish unit. FK units may not 
trace a rail element supply line.

[24.11.4] The three Polish rail hex supply 
sources are inoperative.

[24.11.5] The Russian player receives 12 
FK replacement factors on the May I turn. 
Thereafter, he receives 4 FK replacement 
factors per turn. Any FK unit not in play may be 
activated by spending the replacement factors. 
There are no FK RCs; any inverted FK unit may 
receive replacement factors if it is supplied. 
Russian units may not use FK replacements, and 
FK units may not receive Russian replacements.

[24.11.6] FK units enter the game by appearing 
in any hex on the western map edge. Also, they 
may appear in either Danzig or Konigsberg, 
provided that their city of appearance is not 
occupied by a Polish unit.

[24.11.7] No FK units are present at the start 
of the game. FK units appear only when the 
Russian player spends FK replacement factors 
to activate them.

[24.11.8] An FK unit exerting a ZOC into a 
hex in the East Prussia and Danzig areas has its 
delay factor doubled in those hexes (only).

[24.11.9] Add the following to the VP cities: 
Danzig — 2, Konigsberg — 2, Katowice — 1.

[24.11.10] Victory conditions remain as in 3.0. 
However, if a FK unit occupies Warsaw, then 
the game does not end. Instead, play continues 
under the provisions of 24.1.

[24.11.11] This optional rule cannot be used 
with any other optional rule except for 24.1, 
the Fall of Warsaw optional rule, which must be 
used with it.

[24.12] OBJECTIVE: WARSAW

It is assumed that any sportsmanlike Russian 
player will go for a cataclysmic victory and 
try to take Warsaw. However, there are some 
timid souls who are willing to settle for half a 
babka, and they should be forced to play with 
the following rule. 

[24.12.1] In the Campaign Game (23.4) and 
Belarusian scenario (long version, 23.2), 
the Russian player must attack the Warsaw 
forti fied area with at least 30 attack factors or 
must take Warsaw. The attack on the fortified 
area may be made at any time and through 
any fortified hexside. It may be several attacks 
occurring on different turns, as long as a total 
of 30 factors eventually attacks. The attack 
does not have to succeed; it only need be made. 
If the Russian player does not make this attack, 
the level of victory is adjusted two levels in 
favor of the Polish player. 

[24.12.2] In the Belarusian scenario (short 
version, 23.3), the Russian player must either 
capture Warsaw or make the attack and get 19 
VPs to win, otherwise the Polish player wins. 

[24.12.3] None of this applies to the Gates of 
Warsaw scenario (23.1). The Russians are 
assumed to have already made the attack and 
failed prior to the start of the scenario.
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[25.0] HISTORICAL NOTES

Soldiers of the Red Army! The time of 
reckoning has come… turn your eyes 
to the West. In the West the fate of the 
World Revolution is being decided. Over 
the corpse of White Poland lies the road 
to World Conflagration. On our bayonets 
we will bring happiness and peace to the 
toiling masses of mankind. The hour of 
attack has struck!

General Mikhail Tukhachevsky 
General Order to the Red Army, 3 July 1920

Red Star/White Eagle is a military simulation of 
the 1920 war between Poland and Soviet Russia. 
It was the largest conflict in Europe between the 
two World Wars and had a major impact on the 
course of twentieth century history, yet many 
in the West have never heard of it. Exploring 
the historical roots of the Russo-Polish War, 
as well as its proximate causes and consequences, 
provides a better appreciation of the significance 
of the events this game depicts.

One Land, Two Empires, 
Many Peoples 

For nearly half a millennium, from the fifteenth 
through the eighteenth centuries, two great 
states dominated Eastern Europe. 

The Grand Duchy of Moscow evolved in an 
unforgiving environment of constant pressure 
from rival neighbors and repeated invasions 
by nomadic horsemen from the east. Defeated 
by the Mongols in the thirteenth century,  
Muscovy served as a vassal state of the Golden 
Horde for more than two hundred years.  
As Mongol influence receded, Muscovy was 
able to reestablish its independence and began 
to extend its power in the fifteenth century. 
After the foundation of the Romanov dynasty 
in 1612, the Russian Tsars (notably Peter 
the Great and Catherine the Great) led their 
country to become a major European power. 
The powerful Russian Empire expanded steadily 
across Eurasia until it covered one-sixth of the 
earth’s land surface.

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania (roughly today’s 
Belarus, Ukraine, and Lithuania) was joined by a 
royal union with the smaller Kingdom of Poland 
in 1385 by the marriage of Grand Duke Jagiełło 
to Queen Jadwiga. Poland-Lithuania then 

defeated the Teutonic Knights at the Battle of 
Grunwald/Tannenberg in 1410, ending any 
serious Germanic threat from the west and 
clearing the way for the creation of a formal 
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1569.  
For centuries the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth was the largest country in 
Europe, stretching from the Baltic to the Black 
seas, and from Poznan to Smolensk.

Poland-Lithuania and Russia struggled with 
each other and sometimes with other ambitious 
powers, primarily the Swedes and Ottoman 
Turks, for secure borders and for dominance 
over Eastern Europe. The Polish-Russian 
clashes tended to focus on control of the 
Smolensk region, which changed hands several 
times. The high water mark for the Poles came 
in 1610, when they took advantage of a royal 
succession crisis in Russia to intervene and 
occupy Moscow for two years. But in general 
there was a rough balance of power between 
the two empires, their conflicts intermittent and 
confined to border regions.

Internally, the two rival states faced remarkably 
similar challenges: how to control vast and 
nearly indefensible territories populated by 
ethnically, religiously, and linguistically 
diverse peoples. The solutions each state 
developed were however quite different. Russia 
responded by becoming increasingly rigid and 
autocratic, held together by a powerful Tsar who 
dominated a society that was Eastern Orthodox 
in religion and culturally isolated from Europe. 
Poland-Lithuania emphasized accommodation 
and compromise. In daily life social and 
religious diversity was mostly tolerated 
and politically there was no hereditary 
monarchy – the king was elected by an 
assembly of noblemen, the sejm or parliament. 
Fully integrated into the mainstream of 
western European art and science, Catholic 
Poland experienced the Renaissance and 
Enlightenment. It even adopted the first written 
democratic constitution in Europe in 1791.

Ironically Poland’s traditional freedoms were 
to be the source of her undoing. The nobility 
of the Commonwealth used the power of the 
sejm to protect their rights and prevent the 
creation of a strong centralized state similar to 
the enlightened absolutism implemented by her 
neighbors. Additionally, while Poland managed 
avoid being drawn into the Thirty Years War 
which consumed Central Europe in the first half 
of the seventeenth century, it was later savaged by 

Swedish and Russian invasions, a tragic period 
Poles aptly call “The Deluge.” All of this left the 
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth vulnerable 
to the powerful empires around her and led to 
the famous Partitions of the eighteenth century. 
The Commonwealth was divided among the 
Prussian, Austrian, and Russian empires, 
and Poland, Belarus, and Ukraine vanished 
from the map of Europe. Spirited but doomed 
insurrections against her rulers in 1830, 1846, 
1848, 1863, and 1905 could not change this fact, 
but they did nurture a powerful sense of Polish 
nationhood. 

So, with the destruction of Poland and after 
the interregnum of the Napoleonic Wars, the 
baton of the struggle with Russia for control of 
Eastern Europe was passed from the Poles to the 
German and Austrian empires.

Imperial Collapse and the 
Resurrection of Nations

In August 1914 World War One on the Eastern 
Front opened with the Russian invasion of East 
Prussia. This success was short-lived however. 
After their dramatic victory at Tannenberg, 
which the Germans celebrated as revenge for 
the Slavic defeat of the Teutonic Knights at the 
same spot in 1410, the Central Powers steadily 
gained control of ever larger swathes of Eastern 
Europe. The still-divided Poles served in all 
three imperial armies in a war that saw the 
front lines swing dramatically back and forth, 
unlike the static trenches of the Western Front. 
The stress of total war eventually caused Tsarist 
Russia to collapse into chaos and revolution, 
which made possible the seizure of power by 
the Bolsheviks in November 1917. The young 
Bolshevik government immediately agreed to 
an armistice and began peace negotiations with 
the Central Powers.

After some delay, the Bolsheviks accepted the 
punishing terms of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in 
March 1918, leaving Eastern Europe largely 
under German control. Rather than seeking 
direct rule, the Germans encouraged the 
nationalist aspirations of Poles, Ukrainians, 
Belarusians, and Lithuanians, promising them 
limited sovereignty in the self-interested hope 
of creating a buffer against the Russians. 
Before this could be accomplished, the 
calamitous defeat of the German army on the 
Western Front in November 1918 meant that 
the Hohenzollerns and Hapsburgs joined the 
Romanovs in the final dissolution of the great 
dynasties of Europe.

Battle of Grunwald/Tannenberg painting



The nearly simultaneous collapse of the great 
European land empires left an unprecedented 
power vacuum. Street violence led by left-wing 
revolutionaries erupted in Berlin, factories 
in Italy were seized by their workers, Soviet 
republics were declared in Bavaria and Hungary. 
In Russia, Vladimir Lenin’s coup d’état soon 
met with resistance from democrats, socialists, 
and monarchists with little in common but 
their opposition to the ruthless Bolsheviks. 
This plunged Russia into a brutal Civil War 
that would extinguish five million lives due to 
warfare, famine, and terror. 

But the chaos engulfing their former impe-
rial masters gave the nations of Eastern 
Europe their first real chance at independence 
in centuries, and they took it. Ukrainian and 
Belarusian democratic republics struggled to 
emerge, while the tiny Baltic states and isolated 
Finland managed to break free. Only Poland 
was able to establish itself as a regional power, 
with ambitions to rival those of the Russians. 
This was because it enjoyed the advantages of 
formal recognition by the Entente, the personal 
support of President Woodrow Wilson, and 
secure western borders with Germany under the 
1919 Treaty of Versailles.

Resurrecting her traditional freedoms with a 
modern republican form of government, Poland 
was under the strong and imaginative leadership 
of Józef Piłsudski, a former socialist who had 
evolved into a Polish nationalist. As he looked 
from Warsaw to the turbulent east, Piłsudski 
dreamt of recreating a modern-day Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth to secure Poland’s 
future. His goal was to deny Belarus and Ukraine 
to the Bolsheviks by helping them to establish 
independence, then bring them into a voluntary 
federation led by Poland. Piłsudski knew he had 
to act fast. Poland’s as yet unresolved eastern 
borders could only be settled on the field of 
battle; and the threat from Soviet Russia was 
gathering in the east.

Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin had impatient 
dreams of their own. The Bolshevik leaders 
were true-believing Marxists and as such saw 
the triumph of the proletarian revolution 
in the West, most of all in Germany, as 
historically inevitable. While they did not yet 
think that communism could be built in one 
country, they could easily see the security 
benefits of reconstituting the western part of the 
Russian empire under a red flag.

For the Bolsheviks these two distinct goals were 
entirely compatible. They would carry the torch 
of revolution to Germany while “liberating” the 
former Tsarist territories of Belarus, Ukraine, 
and most of all Poland, on the way to Berlin. 
This was no idle daydream, for Germany was 
a tinderbox and the Bolsheviks had exactly the 
right tool for the job – the Red Army, tempered 
in its fight against the Whites in the Civil War. 

Events would soon prove that the Bolsheviks 
had badly underestimated the young Polish state. 
Devoutly Catholic, instinctively democratic, 
equal parts anti-Communist and anti-Russian, 
and deeply craving independence after more 
than a century of brutal Partition, the Poles were 
entirely ready to fight for their new nation.

Forged in Chaos: The Soviet and 
Polish Armies

The Bolsheviks inherited the ragged remnants 
of the imperial Russian forces, plus a few loyal 
units of their own, notably the Latvian rifle 
brigades and Red Guards. The Commissar of 
War, Leon Trotsky, forged these into a coherent 
and successful fighting force. He imposed order 
and recruited over 50,000 former imperial 
officers to help lead the Bolshevik army, 
including the nobleman Mikhail Tukhachevsky. 
Then Trotsky shrewdly assigned loyal 
communists as political commissars to watch 
over these army commanders and report any 
whiff of treason. Trotsky was at the apex of 
this shaky structure, and it worked largely due 
to his genius as an organizer and an inspiring 
leader. At the height of the Russian Civil War, 
Trotsky had led the Red Army from his famous 
armored train, racing across the steppe from 
one crisis point to another. Even from behind a 
desk in Moscow however, Trotsky’s charismatic 
leadership was still key to holding together the 
800,000-strong force sent to invade Poland.

The Red Army would face a Polish force of 
some 750,000 men, rapidly expanded from a 
scant 10,000 when Polish independence was 
declared. This new army was cobbled together 
from the human and material remains of the 
collapse of their imperial overlords. Its units 
came from very different wartime experiences 
in WWI, armed with incompatible equip-
ment and ammunition that would soon plague 
Polish logistics. One wag characterized it 
as an army birthed of “one mother, but many 
fathers.” The most effective units tended to 
come from the German-sponsored Polnische 
Wehrmacht, which had absorbed German mili-

tary proficiency. Officers and men inherited 
from the Austro-Hungarian and Russian armies 
were of more variable quality and multiple 
ethnicities, including Lithuanians, Jews, Tatars, 
Cossacks, Hungarians, and others. Some could 
speak Polish, others could not. Then there was 
the well-equipped Blue Army led by Józef 
Haller, so called for their French uniforms, 
which had been created to fight on the Western 
Front by recruiting Polish soldiers from among 
German and Austrian POWs. Also from France 
came Renault tanks, surplus aircraft, and 1,500 
military advisors, including a young major 
named Charles de Gaulle.

Another important formation was the Polish 
Legion, made up of volunteer units formed 
and led by Piłsudski to fight the Russians in 
the service of the Austro-Hungarian Army. 
This had been intended as a down payment 
on Polish independence after the victory of 
the Central Powers. Although Piłsudski’s 
view of Russia as posing the greater danger 
to Polish independence than the Germanic 
powers was not shared by all Poles, the Legion 
became a valued part of Poland’s new army. 
A particular specialty acquired in WWI by some 
of the Poles serving in Austrian forces was 
cryptography, a skill they would use in 1920 
to devastating effect against the Russians by 
decoding, reading, and interfering with their 
command communications.

Both sides deployed massive cavalry forces 
for the last time in European history. Semyon 
Budyonny’s fearsome Konarmiya became 
the most celebrated thanks to Isaac Babel, a 
Jewish writer embedded with the Cossacks 
whose popular stories portrayed this cruel 
rabble as a collection of colorful characters. 
The Polish cavalry were also impressive in 
numbers, professionalism, and tactical skill, 
even if they were armed with lances last 
used in the Franco-Prussian War. These rival 
mounted forces were destined to clash near the 
ancient fortress town of Zamość in the greatest 
cavalry battle since the Napoleonic Wars. 
Cavalry were not an anachronism however, 
as mounted units were very effective on the 
open steppe for reconnaissance, rapid advances 
to seize strategic terrain, and exploiting 
breakthroughs.

But this was not to be a war of antiques. 
Both sides embraced the latest weaponry 
modern technology and industry could offer. 
They deployed aircraft (including the famous 
Kosciuszko Squadron made up of American 
volunteers, one of whom would go on to direct 
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and pilot a plane in the movie King Kong), 
as well as tanks, armored cars, machine guns, 
heavy artillery, and wireless communications. 
Some tactical innovations blended old and 
new, such as the tachanka which combined a 
horse-drawn carriage with a heavy machine gun. 
It proved to be a particularly effective weapon 
system, adding a deadly modern touch to the 
cavalry. Not only was the tachanka the iconic 
weapon of the 1920 War, it was a harbinger of 
the tank units that would soon be dominating 
European battlefields. Finally, river flotillas and 
armored trains with their essentially limitless 
range would contribute to the fluid character of 
the 1920 War.

Morale was high on both sides. Perhaps the most 
important difference between the two military 
forces was that the Red Army was fresh from its 
victories and combat experience in the Russian 
Civil War – while the Polish Army, although 
well-supplied with skilled veterans of the Great 
War, had very little time to train and was as yet 
untested in battle.

Opening Moves in Belarus  
and Ukraine

Despite their radical ambitions, the Bolsheviks’ 
first move was rather cautious. Operation 
“Target Vistula” despite its name was aimed at 
Belarus, not Poland, and was basically a Russian 
attempt to occupy a nearly empty strategic space 
before launching their eventual drive to the west. 
In February 1919 they declared Lithuania and 
Belarus to be a single Soviet Socialist Republic, 
whose long official name was shortened in 
typical Bolshevik fashion to Litbel. By spring 
the Soviets had advanced as far west as Grodno; 
then they paused to consolidate their gains. 
Soon Piłsudski responded with attacks across 
the entire eastern frontier, advancing into both 
Belarus and Ukraine. In the north Polish forces 
soon reached Wilno, and in the south they took 
Lwów, a Polish-majority city in western Ukraine. 
Both conquests were important symbolically, 
as these cities were redolent of the glories of the 
old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 

Unfortunately, these victories also damaged 
Poland’s international reputation as Western 
governments criticized her supposed 
“aggression.” Rail workers in Germany and 
France, and radical dockworkers from London 
to Danzig, refused to handle cargo bound for 
“counter-revolutionary” Poland. In any event 
the clashes continued as cities, towns and 
villages changed hands. In the end the Poles 
prevailed and occupied Minsk, the capital of 
Belarus. The provisional government of the 
Belarusian Democratic Republic was wary of 
Polish intentions, but it did decide to support the 
Polish cause by authorizing units led by General 
Stanislav Bulak-Balakhovich to serve under 
Piłsudski’s command. More enthusiastically, 
Symon Petlura, the leader of the Ukrainian 
Democratic Republic and its army, signed a 
treaty pledging to fight with the Poles to liberate 
his country and promising to enter into a 
federation with Poland after victory. Piłsudski’s 
dream of a new Commonwealth seemed to be 
bearing fruit.

In truth early 1919 to early 1920 was a year of 
sweeping movements but relatively small-scale 
clashes between Russia and Poland, as both 
countries jockeyed for position in a prelude to 
the real war to come. The Poles were still mainly 
preoccupied with organizing their military; 
the Bolsheviks were constrained by their 
fight with the White armies in the Civil War. 
Only after the collapse of General Anton 
Denikin’s White forces, which had been 
threatening Moscow, were the Soviets were free 
to turn their attention westward. 

Rok 1920: The Russo-Polish War

In January 1920, Lenin personally approved 
plans for a spring offensive against Poland. This 
called for two army groups (which the Russians 
called “Fronts”) of about 400,000 men each to 
prepare to attack Poland. The operational base 
of the West Front, commanded by Mikhail 
Tukhachevsky was north of the Pripyat marshes, 
in Belarus; the Southwest Front commanded by 
Alexander Yegorov was positioned south of 
the Pripyat, in Ukraine. Not coincidentally the 
Bolsheviks were also determined to quash the 
independence of these emerging “bourgeois” 
nations that lay between Russia and Poland.

The overall strategy 
called for these two 
widely separated 
Fronts to move west 
simultaneously and 
in close coordination. 
Tukhachevsky was to 
lead the main effort in 
the north, driving into 
the heart of Poland and 
straight for Warsaw. 
In a vital supporting 
role, Yegorov was to 
move quickly through 
Ukraine and then turn northwest toward Warsaw 
to join with Tukhachevsky’s forces in attacking 
the city. The fall of Warsaw would mean 
Soviet victory. It was a perfect plan – on paper. 
In reality Yegorov, in collusion with his political 
commissar Joseph Stalin, would consistently 
refuse to cooperate with Tukhachevsky, seeking 
glory for his own forces instead. This division 
of the high command was to fatally undermine 
the Soviet strategy.

Despite the Soviet preparations for an offensive 
it was the Poles who advanced first; Polish 
codebreakers had warned Piłsudski of Russian 
intentions and he decided to seize the initiative. 
Moreover, it was his instinct to liberate 
Ukraine as soon as possible. An independent 
Ukraine would leave the Russians with only 
the northern route into Poland, and allow the 
Poles to concentrate their defenses on a much 
narrower front from the Pripyat marshes to 
East Prussia. Polish success in Ukraine would 
depend on achieving two goals: eliminating 
the Russian Southwest Front and the creation 
of a stable national government in Ukraine. 
Neither the military nor the political objective 
would be achieved.

On 25 April 1920, 
Piłsudski launched 
his offensive for 
Ukraine, assisted 
by Petlura’s Ukrai-
nian forces. The 
Soviet Southwest 
Front was surprised 
by the Polish attack 
and disorganized by 
the defection of Galician (western Ukrainian) 
troops to the Polish-Ukrainian cause. It was 
unable to effectively resist and rapidly 
retreated. Exploiting this Russian flight, 
with astonishing speed the Polish army 
(supported by the navy’s Pinsk Flotilla) entered 
Kiev on 7 May. Their triumph was not to last. 
Crucially, the Konarmiya had escaped to the east 
largely unscathed. Petlura’s infant Ukrainian 
government was unable to consolidate itself 
before the Bolsheviks regrouped and struck back. 
By 5 June, a Russian breakthrough was achieved 
and the Poles began their own long retreat west, 
albeit with effective rearguard actions to slow 
the Konarmiya, delays which were to prove 
critical later.

Tukhachevsky’s West Front launched its 
long-planned Warsaw offensive from central 
Belarus on 4 July. Their cavalry arm, the 
Kavkor under General Ghaia Ghai, recaptured 
Wilno ten days later. Grodno fell a week 
after that and then the Kavkor triumphantly 
swept into central Poland, opposed only 
by the resistance of scattered Polish units. 
A confident Tukhachevsky ordered Warsaw to 
be taken in August. The Kavkor and other units 
passed to the north of Warsaw as far west as 
Toruń. The remaining West Front forces moved 
through Poland as fast as possible to the eastern 
suburbs of Warsaw, but they were simply not 
ready to attack by the scheduled date. 

These maneuvers left Tukhachevsky’s forces 
deep in Poland, with a long southern flank only 
lightly screened by the Mozyr Group from 
Brest-Litovsk to Warsaw. Meanwhile the West 
Front was denied support from the Southwest 
Front as it was still hundreds of kilometers 
away – Yegorov and Stalin had ignored repeated 
orders from Moscow to advance to Warsaw.

Despite the failure of the two Russian Fronts 
to converge as planned in central Poland, 
the final attack on the Polish capital was ordered 
to be launched on 13 August. Tukhachevsky 
was confident that the speed of his advance 
had made any well-organized Polish defense 
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unlikely. The Bolshevik leadership back in 
Moscow also expected Warsaw to fall easily, 
finishing off the Poles once and for all. Visions 
of carrying the revolution to Germany on the 
tips of their bayonets beckoned them all onward.

Miracle on the Vistula: 
The Battle of Warsaw

On the Polish side, the sight of a seemingly 
unstoppable Red Army penetrating deep into 
their homeland to the very gates of Warsaw, had 
greatly focused minds. 

Using the respite provided by the delaying 
actions of their retreating forces, the Polish 
high command mobilized every resource 
within reach in a determined effort to defend 
the city. Trenches and barbed wire were built 
and manned east of the Vistula. The city’s 
defenses were reinforced with a fresh call-up of 
164,000 hastily trained and armed men, as well 
as volunteer militia units made up of socialist 
workers, women fighters, college students, 
Boy Scouts, and even seminarians. Ordinary 
Varsovians braced themselves for the inevitable 
Russian assault on their city. 

While all seemed lost, there was in fact a ray 
of hope. Polish military intelligence and its 
codebreakers were able to learn details of the 
Russian dispositions, as well as knowledge of 
the debilitating split between the two Soviet 
Front commands. This vital intelligence 
allowed Piłsudski to develop an audacious 
plan. He proposed to strip Warsaw’s defenses 
of some of its best units, leaving the city and 

its east bank fortifications mostly in the hands 
of secondary combat units and volunteers 
under the command of General Józef Haller. 
The more seasoned units would be shifted to 
join other formations to the south of the city to 
create a new combat group supported by heavy 
artillery and armored trains. There, along the 
Wieprz River they would prepare a bold stroke 
aimed at Tukhachevsky’s exposed southern 
flank, moving north behind the Soviet forces 
to cut them off and destroy them in detail. 
This force would be personally led into battle 
by Piłsudski.

Piłsudski, not a professional soldier, found his 
plan opposed by most of his generals. After an 
acrimonious debate, Piłsudski prevailed – and 
submitted his letter of resignation as commander 
in chief and head of state in the event that the 
attack failed. The gesture was rather operatic 
and certainly superfluous, as failure meant there 
would be no Polish state or army to lead anyway.

The Russian assault began as planned on the 
13th of August but their attacks on the fortified 
east bank of the Vistula soon stalled; Warsaw 
held on thanks to the courage of its military and 
civilian defenders. However, it was not actually 
the Russian intention to take Warsaw in a frontal 
assault from the east; Tukhachevsky understood 
the value of an indirect approach. Their main 
effort was around Modlin, and Polish forces 
found themselves in a tough fight with Russian 
forces attempting to take the city from the north. 
Luckily for the Poles, Tukhachevsky’s intense 
focus on this battle had the effect of distracting 
the Soviet command from the sickle-cut about 
to come from the Piłsudski’s assault force to 
the south. Piłsudski and Tukhachevsky were in 
effect pushing simultaneously on opposite sides 
of a revolving door pivoting around the city of 
Warsaw; victory would go to whoever pushed 
hardest and fastest.

On 16 August, Piłsudski sprang his trap, 
striking north in an arc toward the East 
Prussian border across a wide front. At the 
same moment, Polish radio operators massively 

jammed Russian wireless communications. 
Confused and caught completely by surprise, 
the four Soviet armies facing Warsaw and 
Modlin were undone. Three of them managed 
to escape the pincer movement by retreating 
east. The fourth, including the vaunted Kavkor, 
was forced to flee into East Prussia to avoid the 
encirclement. The Germans promptly disarmed 
and interned them. By 25 August, the Soviet West 
Front had been routed, with nearly a hundred 
thousand men lost as casualties or prisoners; 
Polish losses were light in comparison. 

Poland had been saved. Victory had been 
snatched from defeat in an astonishing reversal 
of fortune. It is little wonder that the Battle 
of Warsaw came to be called “the Miracle on 
the Vistula.”

Meanwhile, the Russian Southwest Front 
continued to ignore Moscow’s frantic orders 
but it was too late to save Tukhachevsky’s 
failed attack on Warsaw. Yegorov ordered the 
Konarmiya to take Lwów instead, but it was 
not successful. In frustration Budyonny turned 
the Konarmiya toward Zamość where it was 
ambushed and surrounded by Polish cavalry. 
In bloody fighting with the Polish lancers, 
the defeated Red Cavalry fought its way 
out of the encirclement and retreated east. 
Finally facing reality, in September Moscow 
ordered the Southwest Front out of the Polish 
theater. They were sent to Crimea to fight the 
forces of General Pyotr Wrangel, in what proved 
to be the last stand of the Whites in Russia. 

The initiative had shifted back to the Poles 
and Piłsudski launched a general offensive 
into Belarus which saw the Soviet West Front 
repeatedly defeated and in full retreat, but not 
destroyed. The Poles again advanced rapidly, 
retaking Minsk on 18 October. This time the 
Polish success marked the end of the war. 
Both sides were exhausted and the Bolsheviks 
needed to finish consolidating their power in 
Russia. Action passed from the soldiers to the 
diplomats and the Peace of Riga was agreed 
to in early 1921. Poland had won its survival 
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as a nation, but at the price of betraying an 
ally at the negotiating table, dividing Belarus 
with the Soviets. The desperate Bolsheviks 
had offered Poland borders stretching as far 
east as Minsk; incredibly this concession was 
declined by Piłsudski’s political opponents, 
who were in charge of the negotiations and did 
not share his vision of a restored multi-ethnic 
Commonwealth. Ukraine remained mostly 
under Soviet control, but the Poles did gain the 
historically Polish city of Lwów in Galicia. 

These borders would remain the status quo 
for nearly two decades, until Stalin returned to 
invade Poland in 1939, this time in an alliance 
with Hitler. Partitioned by great powers yet 
again, Poland disappeared from the map of 
Europe once more and the world was plunged 
into another war. 

Unsung Victory: The Legacy of the 
Russo-Polish War

On the scales of war, it is an easy matter to 
weigh 1920: Soviet defeat, Polish victory. 
But measured by its effect on history the outcome 
of the Russo-Polish War is not so simple.

For the Poles it meant the crushing of an 
ancient foe and the creation of a founding myth. 
They had gained a nation, but fell well short 
of the restored Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth dreamt of by Piłsudski. Nevertheless, 
interwar Poland was a prosperous and generally 
free society. Piłsudski returned to power in a 
coup in 1926 and ruled as a strongman for the 
next decade. Despite this authoritarian turn he 
largely preserved the rule of law and governed 
through the formal structures of the republic. 
Poland returned to fully constitutional 
government after Piłsudski’s death in 1935, 
but its time was almost up – by 1939 the Poles 
found themselves living in an extremely bad 
neighborhood. If Piłsudski had been able to 
establish a federation with an independent 
Belarus and Ukraine, this could have been the 
basis for other East European nations to rally 
to Polish leadership in standing up to Nazi 
Germany and Soviet Russia. Such a coalition, 
especially if supported by the Western powers, 
might have been strong enough to deter the two 
dictatorships. Then perhaps World War Two – 
or at least its darkest excesses – could have 
been avoided.

For the Soviets defeat in the 1920 War signaled 
the beginning of the end for their dreams of 
world revolution. Stalin quickly adapted to 
this reality and became the absolute ruler of 
the Soviet Union as the leading champion of 
“socialism in one country.” He then saw to it 
that his enemies and rivals from the Polish war 
met tragic ends. During the Great Terror Stalin 
took the opportunity to have 150,000 innocent 
Polish citizens of the USSR executed for their 
ethnic origins; Trotsky was exiled and then 
murdered in Mexico in 1940; and Tukhachevsky, 
now a Marshal and leading military theorist, 
was shot in 1937. After conquering Poland, 
in 1940 Stalin personally ordered the systematic 
slaughter of 20,000 captured Polish officers 
at Katyn, many of them veterans of 1920. 

Meanwhile his war cronies Budyonny and 
Voroshilov were given plum commands 
in the Soviet army, where their vanity and 
incompetence contributed to the near defeat 
of the USSR at the hands of the German 
Wehrmacht in 1941. If Tukhachevsky and the 
military reformers around him attempting to 
modernize the Soviet Army had been spared, 
then perhaps Operation Barbarossa might have 
taken a different course.

Finally, what of the Miracle on the Vistula – 
did Poland really save the world 
from communism? Polish popular mythology 
says it did, and their case has merit, but there 
is really no way to know what fate would have 
had in store for the Red Army. If the Bolsheviks 
had invaded Germany social upheaval was 
likely and a revolution was possible, but the 
final outcome was hardly certain. The German 
socialists were staunchly anti-communist 
and had the support of the majority of the 
working class. Moreover, the Red Army was 
already over-extended by the time it reached 
Warsaw. If the Soviets had pressed on to Berlin, 
they would have faced the German Reichswehr 
and Freikorps, both highly motivated to defend 
their fatherland and well-practiced in the art of 
fighting and defeating Russians. And France and 
Britain, the two most powerful countries in the 
world, would almost certainly have responded 
to a communist threat in heart of Europe. 
Still, the vision of the Bolsheviks bestriding 
Europe and calling upon the world proletar-
iat to rise up in revolution is a dazzling one, 
however unlikely. It is not hard to see how 
Lenin and Trotsky succumbed to it; and it would 
be well that we not forget it. 

In the end, who can say what was possible. 
But we can readily see that in 1920 Poland lived 
up to her slogan of national resistance, for your 
freedom, and ours! and realize that the course of 
history would have been very different indeed if 
it had not been for Poland’s victory at the Gates 
of Warsaw.

— Peter Kracht
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SEQUENCE OF PLAY
I) Russian Player Turn 

a) Russian Reinforcement and Replacement Phase 
The Russian player receives new units and rebuilds weakened or 
previously destroyed units. Various other less crucial activities 
are conducted in this phase.

b) Russian Movement Phase 
The Russian player moves all, some, or none of his units up 
to their full movement allowance. Units may move in any 
direction or combination of directions. Movement allowances 
cannot be transferred from unit to unit or accumulated from 
turn to turn. 

c) Russian Combat Phase 
All combats are now resolved by the Russian player in any 
order he wishes.

II) Polish Player Turn

a) Polish Reinforcement and Replacement Phase 
The Polish player receives new units and rebuilds weakened or 
previously destroyed units. Various other less crucial activities 
are conducted in this phase.

b) Polish Movement Phase 
The Polish player moves all, some, or none of his units up 
to their full movement allowance. Units may move in any 
direction or combination of directions. Movement allowances 
cannot be transferred from unit to unit or accumulated from 
turn to turn. 

c) Polish Combat Phase 
All combats are now resolved by the Polish player in any 
order he wishes.

III) Game Turn End Phase  
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